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Freshwater in adequate supply and quality is vital to life on Earth; however, land-based activities such 
as dev elopment, agr iculture, m ining a nd i ndustry, a nd their as sociated c ontaminants, p ose a m ajor 
threat t o t he qu ality of  f reshwater water r esources and he alth of  aquat ic ec osystems. The upper  
uMngeni catchment draining into Midmar Dam is a strategically significant water resource, supplying 
clean dr inking water t o t he eThekwini, u Mgungundlovu and Ms unduzi m unicipalities. The qual ity of  
this resource is under threat from current land-based activities such as Mpophomeni settlement and 
agriculture and emerging threats in the form of the Khayalisha social housing project. Monitoring sites 
were established in varying land use types in three sub-catchments of the upper uMngeni, to assess 
water quality and ecosystem health impacts of current land uses on Midmar Dam. A suite of physical, 
chemical and biological water parameters were sampled in conjunction with SASS5 bio-monitoring to 
assess the associated impacts. Water quality and ecological condition were highest in forested land 
use and upstream of Mpophomeni where natural land cover and sparse settlement occurred. Marked 
declines i n water q uality and ecological c ondition w ere o bserved a t ar eas und er c ommercial 
agriculture, i ndicated pr edominantly b y r ises i n nutrient c oncentrations an d declines i n the S ASS5 
indices. The most notable declines in water quality and ecological condition were observed at  s ites 
downstream of Mpophomeni settlement as a result of severe sewage contamination, indicated by high 
E. c oli counts. N utrient concentrations d ownstream of  Mpophom eni s ettlement r anged from 
mesotrophic to hypertrophic, with nitrogen to phosphorus ratios indicative of nitrogen limitation. 
Ecological c ondition r emained i n t he ‘ seriously/critically m odified’ c ategory o ver t he s tudy per iod. 
Nutrient l oads pr oduced b y Mpophomeni ar e t he h ighest of  al l t he l and us es, followed b y t hat of  
commercial agriculture; both should be viewed as a concern, more so when viewed in terms of their 
compound ef fect on Mi dmar D am water q uality. C urrent w ater qu ality dr aining t he c ommissioned 
Khayalisha social housing development area is good and although not natural, is of no contamination 
concern to Midmar Dam. Results indicate that with current land use activities, urban development and 
agriculture p ose a potential threat t o t he qu ality of  Mi dmar D am r esource and t hat f urther 
development i n t he f orm of t he K hayalisha s ocial housing pr oject m ay r eplicate i mpacts al ready 
prevailing in Mpophomeni, whereby a principle water resource may be threatened by eutrophication. 
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“Water is critical for sustainable development, including environmental integrity and the 
eradication of  poverty and hunger , and i s i ndispensable f or hum an health and well-being” 
(United Nations, 2003). 
 
Freshwater i s v ital t o al l l ife on ea rth, be  it a quatic o r terrestrial (Department o f 
Environmental a ffairs a nd T ourism [DEAT], 2006); however w ater r esources and  t he 
ecosystems they support are severely threatened and poorly understood (Dudgeon, et al., 
2006). Good quality water in adequate supply is central not only to survival on ear th but to 
the functioning of economies and communities (United Nations [UN]-Water, 2011a). Humans 
have drastically polluted, degraded and al tered the natural state of freshwater systems with 
social, economic and en vironmental consequences (Dudgeon et a l., 2006). Less than one 
percent of freshwater r esources a re av ailable f or us e by  hum ans, y et globally t he r ate of 
water usage has increased at twice the rate of population growth placing pressure on 
valuable and finite r esources (UN-Water, 2011b). The United Nations (2011b) have 
highlighted that by 2025, 1 800 million people will be faced with water scarcity and a 
staggering two-thirds o f t he w orld’s popul ation could pot entially be und er w ater s tressed 
conditions. Water scarcity occurs when the total amount withdrawn is so great that supplies 
for human and ecosystems requirements can no longer be met; furthermore scarcity 
increases as resource quality declines (United Nations Environmental Programme [UNEP], 
2011). Access to safe freshwater is regarded as a universal and fundamental human right 
and the sustainable utilization and management thereof is of global importance 
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2007). 
 
The small percentage of freshwater that is available for human use is declining in quality as 
a r esult of human s ettlements, and i ndustrial and ag ricultural a ctivities ( UN-Water, 
2011a). Worldwide, two million tons of human waste is disposed of into water courses every 
day and i n de veloping countries seventy percent o f un treated i ndustrial w aste ent ers 
freshwater systems ( UN-Water, 2011b). Anthropogenic i mpacts not  onl y affect the q uality 
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and q uantity o f water available f or hum an us e, but  di srupt the s tructure o f t he aq uatic 
ecosystem affecting the ability of  organisms to survive while compromising the integrity of 
the system (Amisah and Coux, 2000). According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 
biodiversity i n f reshwater env ironments ar e de graded m ore than t hat of  any  ot her (UN-
Water, 2011a). The pr essure o f s ecuring quality f reshwater r esources into t he future for 
purposes o f hum an consumption a nd aq uatic bi odiversity c onservation i s ev er 
increasing (UN-Water, 2011a; Dudgeon et al., 2006; Allan, 2004). Water quality challenges 
therefore deserve as much priority as issues of quantity and present management 
challenges of global attention (UN-Water, 2011a). 
 
Freshwater ec osystems pr ovide i mportant resources for ec onomic d evelopment, s ocio-
economic well-being and ecosystem functioning, however South Africa’s freshwater systems 
are in poor health with eighty-two percent of main river ecosystems declared as threatened 
(DEAT, 2009). The state of freshwater resources in South Africa is predominantly as a result 
of flow modification, alien invasive species and pollution from a multitude of human activities. 
In addi tion, land t ransformation and  poor  l and m anagement s urrounding w aterways 
contribute to the decline in system quality (DEAT, 2009). The Department of Environmental 
Affairs and Tourism (2006) states that water will increasingly become the limiting resource in 
South A frica, and s upply will bec ome a m ajor r estriction t o t he future s ocio-economic 
development of the country, in terms of both the amount of water available and the quality of 
what is available. It is projected that by 2025 South Africa will experience water deficits 
whereby dem and ex ceeds av ailable s upply ( DEAT, 2009). Access to p otable w ater and 
water based sanitation i n South Africa is plagued by social, socio-political and economic 
inequalities, m aking t he bal ance bet ween m anaging t his s carce r esource and r ectifying 
historical social disparities, a complex and dynamic task (Swatuk, 2002). 
 
South Africa is classified as a ‘water stressed’ country bordering on ‘water scarce’ (DEAT, 
2009), whereby uneven rainfall distribution and external pressures on water resources result 
in m anagement bec oming an  increasing p riority; while t he needs  for s ocio-economic 
development and s ound env ironmental m anagement need t o be bal anced s imultaneously 
(DEAT, 2006). To achieve this, it i s a pr iority t o understand the impacts development and 
other land use practices have on water quality and aquatic ecosystem health, and to collect 
baseline dat a to inform management initiatives. In t he f ace of on-going pressures t o 
freshwater s ystems, pr edominantly through ant hropogenic f orces, w ater q uality and r iver 
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health monitoring is of increasing relevance (Malherbe et al., 2010). Furthermore, the lack of 
baseline data in S outh Africa on freshwater threats, quality and constraints, fu rther limits 
management and c onservation ef forts (Collares-Pereira, 2004). T horough m onitoring o f 
freshwater resources is therefore of increasing management importance to ensure 
sustainable utilisation and mitigation against emerging threats. 
 
The uMngeni catchment in Kwazulu-Natal is representative of the impacts facing freshwater 
resources i n S outh A frica, w ith c urrent and future l and us e appl ications t hreatening t he 
quality and q uantity of available resources. The upper uMngeni dominated by Midmar Dam 
is a key resource unit of the uMngeni, for supplying safe, clean drinking water to the 
eThekwini, uMgungundlovu and M sunduzi m unicipalities, w ith c urrent d emand bei ng 268  
million litres per  day  (Ramnath, 2010). Increases i n future demand w ill only place greater 
pressure on an already pressured water resource. With threats from land use change and 
urbanisation emerging in this catchment, management can not only focus on future demands 
with regards to q uantity required for domestic consumption, but needs to emphasise the 
quality of the upper uMngeni resource, due to its immediate influence on Midmar Dam and 
the cumulative downstream impacts on the lower uMngeni system. Presently, urbanisation 
poses a potential threat t o t he quality of  the Midmar D am water r esource, predominantly 
through high density l ow cost housing. Mpophomeni s ettlement is one s uch high density 
development where a combination of elements ranging from inadequate sewage 
infrastructure t o the lack o f s olid w aste m anagement contributes to ne gative i mpacts on  
water q uality of s urrounding s tream net works and s ubsequently Midmar D am. T he 
commissioned Khayalisha social housing project in the same catchment could represent a 
threat of a similar nature and m agnitude al ready po sed by  Mpophomeni and c ould 
compound water quality threats already present in the catchment.  
 
The research that follows carried out water quality and aquatic ecosystem health monitoring 
at s elected s ites t o as sess t he i mpact o f M pophomeni settlement a nd ot her l and us e 
practices on water quality entering Midmar Dam, while i llustrating the danger of developing 
high density urban ar eas in c lose pr oximity t o water resources in light of the Khayalisha 
social housing project.  
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1.2. Aim and objectives 
1.2.1. Aim 
To undertake water quality assessment and SASS5 bio-monitoring to investigate the impact 
of Mpophomeni settlement and other land uses on water quality of stream networks draining 
into Midmar Dam 
 
1.2.2. Objectives 
1. Establish sites isolating areas of pollution concern. 
2. Assess the impact of Mpophomeni settlement and other land uses on water quality 
and ecological integrity of the Mthinzima and Gqishi sub-catchments draining into 
Midmar Dam. 
3. Assess the status of water quality entering Midmar Dam from the Khayalisha sub-
catchment. 
4. Measure, predict and compare n utrient l oads ent ering M idmar Dam from the 
Mthinzima, Gqishi and Khayalisha sub-catchments. 
5. Evaluate the sampling and analysis techniques used. 
 
1.3. Conclusion 
Freshwater r esources and t he ec osystems they s upport are i ncreasingly pr essurised, 
predominantly by hum an ac tivity and  t he need f or s tringent, i ntegrated m anagement o f 
freshwater r esources has r eached g lobal s ignificance. S outh A frica i s a ‘ water s tressed’ 
country i n w hich f reshwater i s bec oming a l imiting r esource, w ith r egards t o quantity and  
resource quality. The uMngeni catchment is o f vital importance in t erms of KwaZulu-Natal 
freshwater supply and requires management and conservation from source to mouth. The 
upper uMngeni is unde r t hreat from hu man related land-based ac tivities s uch as  ur ban 
development and agriculture; such impacts must be assessed to understand the affects they 




1.4. Thesis structure 
The thesis follows a l ogical progression whereby l iterature relevant t o t he topic i s critically 
reviewed and, where appropriate, documented in t he thesis. The thesis presents methods 
applied, whereby the s tudy area and s ites are described. Thereafter, the methods of data 
collection, m anipulation and anal ysis ar e presented and j ustified, followed b y t he 
presentation of the results and prevailing trends.  The results are discussed in the context of 
the study area and t he literature reviewed, followed by the implications of the findings. The 
conclusion addr esses the ai m and obj ectives o f t he thesis, discussing their achievement, 
concluding with the implications of t he findings, in terms o f water quality and ecosystem 
integrity i n t he upper  uMngeni catchment and  t he b roader s cale i mplications o f w ater 








The chapter reviews freshwater resources in South Africa with regards to requirement, future 
demand and supply dy namics, followed by  t he l egal framework t hat ac ts to p rotect 
freshwater resources, i ts us ers and the ec osystems they support. P hysical, c hemical an d 
biological p arameters determining w ater quality ar e out lined, followed by  t he us e o f 
biological indicators in water quality and river health assessment. An overview of threats to 
freshwater resources and the ecosystems they support conclude the chapter. 
 
2.2. Freshwater resources in South Africa 
Freshwater is t he m ost essential natural resource to all life on earth (Strydom and King, 
2009). South Africa is defined as a water ‘stressed country’, bordering on ‘water scarce’ 
according to the United Nations definitions of the terms (DEAT, 2006). South Africa receives 
approximately 450 mm of rain per annum however; rainfall distribution within the country is 
uneven with the eastern and southern regions of the country receiving larger quantities than 
that o f the nor thern and  western r egions ( DEAT, 2006). The country consists o f 19 w ater 
management areas and due t o the uneven distribution of  water resources, a considerable 
amount of water is transferred between these water management areas to meet freshwater 
demands ( DEAT, 2006). Water t ransfers i nvolve t he m ovement o f freshwater f rom 
catchments with good water supply to those with supply deficits (Strydom and King, 2009). 
The majority of South Africa’s water demands are supplied by surface water bodies which 
include approximately 320 major dams (DEAT, 2006). 
 
2.2.1. Water requirements 
Estimated water requirements (DEAT, 2006) suggest that agricultural irrigation accounts for 
the hi ghest per centage of the total w ater r equirements, followed by  ur ban r equirements, 





Table 2.1: Water requirements (2000) in South Africa 



































% of total 62 23 4 6 2 3 100 
   (Adapted from DEAT 2006) 
 
Of the 19 water management areas, over half ran at a deficit for the year 2000 with regard to 
local r equirements v ersus r eliable local yield, f urther illustrating the unev en d istribution of 
water and the inherent risks of generalising with regards to South Africa’s water supply. 
Furthermore, these s urpluses and de ficits ac ross w ater management ar eas do  no t 
necessarily balance each other, resulting in dynamic management issues presented to water 
management agencies (DEAT, 2006). 
 
2.2.2. Future demand 
Future w ater dem and i s dependent  on  a nu mber o f v ariables i ncluding c limate, nat ional 
economy and population growth, to name a few. Future prediction on potable water 
requirements are difficult, y et i t i s c ertain t hat with c urrent p rojections o f ec onomic an d 
population growth, water stresses will only increase, presenting further management issues 
(DEAT, 2006). Water supply and demand imbalances are projected to increase with the 
resultant inability of supply yields to meet socio-economic development needs and living 
standard improvements (Strydom and K ing, 2009). Inter-catchment t ransfers form a v ital 
component of meeting water demands in a country with imbalanced water distribution, with 
more than 50 per cent of all water management areas relying on transfers to augment each 
other’s demand and  to avoid supply def icits (DEAT, 2006). Future predictions for the year 
2025 at 1.5% GDP growth per annum show water deficits of 234 million cubic meters per 
annum (m3/annum), while predictions at 4% GDP growth per year show deficits of 2044 




2.2.3. Water quality in South Africa 
Water r elated i ssues i n S outh A frica a re not  confined t o p roblems o f scarcity or  i ssues 
related t o demand an d s upply. Water pollution pos es a m ajor t hreat t o f reshwater q uality 
(DEAT, 2009). In South Africa, the primary sources of surface water pollution are domestic 
and c ommercial s ewage, i ndustrial ef fluent, ac id m ine dr ainage, ag ricultural r un-off 
containing fertilisers and pesticides and solid waste (DEAT, 2009; DEAT, 1999; Kidd, 2008). 
Eutrophication of rivers and dams is a major threat through anthropogenic nutrient loading 
(DEAT, 2009; 1999). Furthermore, a large portion of sewage originating from urban areas is 
improperly t reated p rior t o di scharge, r esulting i n poor  water q uality i n m any dens ely 
populated areas (Oberholster and Ashton, 2008). 
 
2.3 Legislative framework in South Africa 
South A frican l aw c overs a  number o f elements per taining to t he protection of f reshwater 
resources and t he a quatic env ironment and those m aking us e of t hem. The legislation 
protects the resources themselves and the users thereof. 
 
2.3.1 The Constitution 
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act. No. 108 of 1996) is the supreme law 
and cannot be superseded by any other. Among other things the Constitution states that 
everyone has the right to:  
• an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being; and 
• to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations. 
The Constitution places responsibility on local authorities to provide citizens with 
• Refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste disposal; 
• Water and sanitation services; 
• Domestic waste-water and sewage disposal; and 




2.3.2 The National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) 
The National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) ( Act No. 107 of 1998) (Republic o f 
South Africa [ RSA] 1998a) pr ovides l egislation t hat ens ures ev eryone has t he r ight to an  
environment t hat i s not  har mful t o hi s or  her  heal th and well-being; w hile protecting, 
promoting and fulfilling social, economic and en vironmental rights of everyone and meeting 
the needs  o f t he pr eviously d isadvantaged. The l egislation acknowledges t hat sustainable 
development must integrate social, economic and environmental factors and t hat everyone 
has the right to an environment that is protected for the benefit of present and future 
generations. T he legislation prevents pollution and ec ological deg radation, promotes 
conservation, and secures ecologically s ustainable de velopment and us e of  na tural 
resources, while promoting justifiable economic and social development. 
 
2.3.2.1. The National Environmental Management: Waste Act 
The N ational E nvironmental M anagement: Waste A ct (Act No. 59 of  20 08)(RSA, 1998b) 
provides legislation regulating waste management to protect health and the environment by 
providing measures to prevent pollution and ec ological degradation and secure ecologically 
sustainable dev elopment t hrough nor ms and s tandards, l icensing and control, r egulating 
waste m anagement ac tivities, w hile pr oviding r emediation o f c ontaminated l and. The 
objectives of the Act are: 
a) To protect health, well-being and the environment by providing reasonable 
measures for 
• minimising the consumption of natural resources; 
• avoiding and minimising the generation of waste; 
• reducing, re-using, recycling and recovering waste; 
• treating and safely disposing of waste as a last resort; 
• preventing pollution and ecological degradation 
• securing ecologically sustainable development while promoting justifiable 
economic and social development; 
• promoting and ensuring the effective delivery of waste services; 
• remediating land where contamination presents, or may present, a significant 
risk of harm to health or the environment; and 
• achieving integrated waste management reporting and planning. 
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b) To ensure that people are aware of  the impact of waste on their health, well-being 
and the environment 
c) To secure an environment that is not harmful to health and well-being. 
. 
2.3.4 The Water Services Act and the Municipal Structures Act 
In terms of Section 11 of the Water Services Act (Act No. 108 of 1997) (RSA, 1997), and 
Sections 84 and 85 of t he Municipal Structures A ct (Act No. 117 o f 1998) ( RSA, 1998b) , 
local authorities have a responsibility to provide water supply and sanitation services. 
 
2.3.5 The National Water Act (NWA) 
The National Water Act (NWA) (Act No. 36 of 1998) (RSA, 1998c) provides legislation that 
ensures that both the nation and the nation’s water resources are protected, so that they can 
be used, developed, conserved, managed and controlled in a m anner that accounts for the 
following factors: 
• meeting the basic human needs of  present and future generations; 
• promoting equitable access to water; 
• redressing the results of past racial and gender discrimination; 
• promoting the efficient, sustainable and beneficial use of water in the public interest; 
• facilitating social and economic development; 
• providing for growing demand for water use; 
• protecting aquatic and associated ecosystems and their biological diversity; 
• reducing and preventing pollution and degradation of water resources; 
• meeting international obligations; 
• promoting dam safety; and 
• managing floods and droughts 
 
Water-related l egislation i n S outh A frica has  the ov er-arching ai m o f sustainable use and  
management of water resources to ensure that sufficient amounts of these scarce resources 
are available in good quality, to meet the needs of people and the environment i nto t he 
future (Kidd, 2008). 
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2.4. Water quality 
The t erm ‘water q uality’ is used to describe the microbiological, physical and chemical 
properties o f water that determine its fitness for a specific use, determined by substances 
which are either dissolved or suspended in the water (DWAF, 2001). Water of an acceptable 
quality is essential to the health and survival of all life forms. To understand the effects 
external pressures have on w ater resources i t is important to understand what constitutes 
water quality (Strydom and King, 2009). The National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998) (RSA, 
1998c) defines water quality as: 
a) The quantity, pattern, timing, water level and assurance of instream flow;  
b) The water quality, i ncluding t he phy sical, c hemical and bi ological characteristics of t he 
water; 
c) The character and condition of the instream and riparian habitat; and 
d) The characteristics, condition and distribution of the aquatic biota. 
 
2.4.1. Physical water quality determinants 
Physical water q uality pr operties i nclude det erminants s uch a s t urbidity, t emperature, 
electrical conductivity, pH, dissolved oxygen and colour, taste and odour (Department of 
Water Affairs and Forestry [DWAF], 2001).   
 
2.4.1.1. Dissolved oxygen  
Oxygen enters the a quatic env ironment from t he at mosphere or a s a bi -product o f 
photosynthesis from aquat ic pl ants and phytoplankton and  is r elatively s oluble in water. 
Saturation solubility is however non-linearly variable with temperature, salinity, atmospheric 
pressure and other site specific chemical and physical parameters (DWAF, 1996a). Aerobic 
aquatic organisms depend on the maintenance of sufficient levels of dissolved oxygen (DO) 
for r espiratory r equirements ( DWAF, 1996a ). D O c oncentrations ar e a  bal ance bet ween 
oxygen produced through in situ photosynthesis and atmospheric supply, against the 
amounts us ed in the aquatic environment by aerobic organisms (Kalff, 2002). “Dissolved 
oxygen is critical for the survival of aquatic organisms and low DO is known to be a 
modifying factor of toxicant impacts” (Landman and van den Heuvel, 2003: 4337). DO 
measurements are represented as milligrams per litre (mg/ℓ) or as percentage of saturation. 
Concentrations o f l ess than 100%  poi nt towards depl etion whereas ex cess or super-
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saturation of oxygen may indicate eutrophication of a water column (DWAF, 1996a). 
Systems una ffected by  pol lution usually di splay D O c oncentrations close t o saturation; 
however c oncentrations w ill f luctuate on a d aily bas is according t o p hotosynthetic an d 
respiratory cycles of aquatic biota. DO levels decline in the evenings and reach a minimum 
at dawn then rise to a maximum by mid-day, whilst seasonal fluctuations may be influenced 
by temperature and biological productivity (DWAF, 1996a). Decreases in DO will result from 
re-suspension of anoxic sediments, release of anoxic bottom water from deep water bodies, 
and t he presence o f ox idisable or ganic m atter f rom ei ther nat ural or  unnat ural s ources 
(DWAF, 1996a). The ability for organic wastes to deplete DO is measured as biochemical 
oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical oxygen demand (COD) with COD being frequently 
used to measure effluent as an indicator of the amount of oxygen required by organisms to 
degrade organic matter (DWAF, 1996a; Kalff, 2002). 
 
“The am ount o f s uspended m aterial i n t he water a ffects the s aturation c oncentration o f 
dissolved o xygen, ei ther c hemically, through t he ox ygen-scavenging a ttributes o f t he 
suspended particles, or physically through reduction of the volume of water available for 
solution” (DWAF, 1996a: 53). In instances where suspended solids contain a high organic 
concentration, t he s ubsequent on-site dec omposition will dep lete D O l evels, which m ay 
result in concentrations below that suitable to aquatic life during low f low conditions (Bilotta 
and Brazier, 2008). High water temperatures, along with low DO concentrations, will multiply 
stress on aquatic organisms. When DO is low the toxicity of substances such as zinc, lead, 
copper, cyanide, sulphide and ammonia in the water column will increase, resulting in a 
compound s tress response from a quatic bi ota. D O concentrations w ill i ncrease t hrough 
natural atmospheric diffusion and through turbulence in the water column. The impact of DO 
depletions is dependent on the frequency and duration of the depletion which will, in turn, 
determine behav ioural and phy siological s tress r esponses o f aquatic or ganisms ( DWAF, 
1996a). The sensitivity of organisms such as  fish and i nvertebrates are dependent  on t he 
species specific tolerances to fluctuation in DO, and the life and behavioural stages of the 
organism’s development. For instance, juveniles of many aquatic species are vulnerable to 
depletion in DO concentrations through physiological strain and the subsequent vulnerability 
to predation and di sease due t o weakened physiology (DWAF, 1996a).  Conversely super-
saturated w aters c an c ause g as bubbl e di sease i n fish s pecies (Lampert and  S ommer, 
1997). Super-saturated conditions also hinder green algae species from photosynthesising 
thus al lowing m ore t olerant s pecies s uch as  b lue-green al gae t o c olonise, becoming a 
nuisance in water bodies (Kalff, 2002). 
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Minimal allowable values and target water quality ranges (TWQR) are set out by DWAF 
(1996a) as a guideline for aquatic organism’s exposure to DO depletions. Minimal allowable 
values create boundaries within which the protection of  aquatic organisms can be ensured 
(Table 2.2). 
 
Table 2.2: Target water quality range for dissolved oxygen 
TWQR and  
criteria 
Concentration Condition Application 
Target water 
quality range 
80% - 100% of 
saturation 
06h00 s ample or  lowest 
instantaneous 
concentration recorded in a 
24 hour period 
Will protect all life stages of 
most s outhern African aquatic 
biota end emic to, or adapted 
to, aer obic warm w ater 
habitats. Always applicable to 





>60% (sub lethal) 7-day m ean minimum ( see 
data interpretation) 
The 7-day mean minimum and 
the 1-day mi nimum should 
apply together. Violation of 
these minimum values is likely 
to cause acute toxic effects on 
aquatic biota. 




2.4.1.2. Water temperature 
Temperature plays a crucial role in water bodies with regards to chemical reactions and the 
metabolic r ates o f or ganisms (Lushchak, 2011) and i s t herefore a c ontrolling factor of 
aquatic species distribution (DWAF, 1996a). “Natural variations in water temperature occur 
in r esponse t o s easonal and di el c ycles and o rganisms us e t hese c hanges a s c ues for 
activities s uch as  m igration, em ergence and s pawning” ( DWAF, 1996a : 103). U nnatural 
perturbations i n water t emperature c an impact severely on aq uatic or ganisms and i ndeed 
entire communities. Inland water temperatures in S outh Africa g enerally range f rom 5-30 
degrees Celsius and are dependent on a number of variables, including hydrological factors, 
climate factors and t he structural characteristic of the river and c atchment. Human induced 
temperature changes can be brought about by discharge of heated irrigation water, industrial 
effluent and  heat ed po wer s tation e ffluent, channel and r iparian m odification, i nter-basin 
transfer and discharges from impoundments (DWAF, 1996a).  
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Rises in t emperature bring about a  reduction in dissolved oxygen solubility, decreasing i ts 
availability to aquatic organisms. Elevated water temperatures bring about increases in the 
metabolic r ates of or ganisms t hus i ncreasing oxygen dem and, ul timately l eading t o a 
decrease in supply (DWAF, 1996a). “The toxicity of most substances, and the vulnerability of 
organisms to t hese s ubstances, are i ntensified as w ater t emperature i ncreases” ( DWAF, 
1996a: 104). Water t emperature s erves as  a k ey dr iver i n aq uatic systems, i nfluencing 
organism metabolism, growth, feeding, fecundity, em ergence and ov erall s urvival ( Dallas 
and K etley, 2011). A quatic or ganism s urvive under  a s et o f temperature t olerances, 
temperatures out of this range can hinder their ability to perform natural processes and can 
ultimately be l ethal ( Dallas and K etley, 2011). Severe c hanges i n t he natural temperature 
can result in mass mortality of aquatic biota while less severe changes may result in a shift 
in community structure (DWAF, 1996a). 
 
2.4.1.3. Electrical Conductivity 
The electrical conductivity (EC) of water is a measure of its capacity to conduct an electrical 
current, as a result of ions such as carbonate, bicarbonate, chloride, sulphate, nitrate, 
sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium in solution (DWAF, 1996a).  EC is often used 
as a substitute measure for Total D issolved Solids (TDS) as the two are directly related 
(Chapman, 1996). E C o f a w ater body  i s es tablished by  m easuring the el ectrical 
conductance represented as milli-Siemens per metre (mS/m) (DWAF, 1996a) and is a useful 
in determining pollution zones (Chapman, 1996).  
 
2.4.1.4. pH (acidity and alkalinity) 
pH values represent the amount of hydrogen ion activity in water expressed on a log-scale of 
1 - 14. The pH of pure water containing no s olutes is 7 at 24 degr ees Celsius, at this point 
the num ber o f H+ and O H- ions ar e e qual and t he w ater i s c onsidered electrochemically 
neutral. pH values in surface waters range between 4 and 11 and South African freshwaters 
range be tween 6 and 8  (DWAF, 1996a). pH w ill vary diurnally and s easonally, t he former 
caused by varying photosynthetic rates in productive systems and the latter caused by the 
hydrological c ycle. Industrial a ctivity generally causes acidification of r ivers rather t han 
alkalization; this is as a r esult of industrial effluent, mine drainage and acid rain from fossil 
fuel burning. Raised pH values may point towards increased levels of biological activity or 
productivity i n eut rophic s ystems. I n s tanding w aters, extremely e levated r ates of 
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photosynthesis, whether natural or anthropogenically induced, can cause high pH values 
(DWAF, 1996a). pH determines which chemical compounds are available and t heir relative 
toxicity in the aquatic environment. Non-toxic ammonium ions (NH4+) are the main form in 
which plants take up nitrogen, however under conditions of high pH (>8) ammonium ions are 
converted to toxic un-ionised ammonia (NH3) (DWAF, 1996a). Changes in background pH 
levels c an hav e c hronic e ffects on a quatic bi ota w hich s urvive under  set pH  t olerances. 
Long-term changes will result in a shift in community structure and ecosystem functioning. 
pH can vary spatially ac ross g eographic r egions and longitudinal stages of  a r iver course 
and at various depths (DWAF, 1996a). 
 
2.4.1.5. Suspended solids 
Suspended solids (SS) are the mass or concentration of inorganic and organic material, 
which is held in turbulence suspended by a water column, in the form of particulate matter 
(DWAF, 1996a). All water bodies carry some degree of natural suspended solids; however 
anthropogenic forces alter natural concentrations affecting the physical, chemical and 
biological properties of the water body. Physically, unnatural increases in suspended solids 
can result i n reduced l ight penet ration, a ffecting pr imary pr oduction, t emperature changes 
and sedimentation of channels and reservoirs (Bilotta and Brazier, 2008). Suspended solids 
may i nterfere w ith feeding mechanisms o f filter f eeders and gill f unctioning o f fish and  
feeding efficiency of visual feeders. Suspended solids alter the composition of the substrata, 
thus changing the structure of aquatic communities due to microhabitat preferences (DWAF, 
1996a). C hemically, unnat ural i ncreases i n s uspended s olids c ause t he r elease of 
contaminants s uch a s heav y m etals, pes ticides and nut rients s uch as  phos phorus. 
Furthermore, if suspended solids have high organic matter content, their decomposition can 
deplete dissolved oxygen concentrations affecting aquatic biota (Bilotta and Brazier, 2008). 
Suspended s olids increase with rainfall r un-off and re-suspension of deposited sediment, 
governed by  t he hydrology and geomorphology of a r egion. Natural suspended solids ar e 
comprised of soil particles from land surfaces, through natural erosive processes however, 
land use practices such as overgrazing, non-contour ploughing, removal of riparian 
vegetation and forestry increase erosion and thus suspended solids entering waterways. 
Other an thropogenic sources o f s uspended s olids i nclude s ewage di scharges, i ndustrial 
effluents, mining di scharges and  a quacultural di scharges (DWAF, 1996 a). DWAF ( 1996a) 




Table 2.3: Target water quality range for suspended solids 
All Aquatic Ecosystems Target Water Quality Range 
Background TSS concentrations 
are < 100 mg/ 
Any increase in TSS concentrations must be limited 
to < 10% of the background TSS concentrations at 
a specific site and time 
                                                                                                          (DWAF, 1996a) 
 
2.4.2. Chemical water quality determinants 
Chemical water quality determinants refer to the chemical compounds dissolved in water, in 
the f orm of metallic s ubstances, i norganic non -metallic s ubstances, aggregate or ganic 
substances and aggregate inorganic substances (DWAF, 2001).  
 
2.4.2.1. Nitrogen 
Inorganic nitrogen refers to all nitrogen compounds including NH3, NH 4, NO 2 and NO3 that 
are present in a w ater column (DWAF, 1996a) and which play an important role in aquatic 
ecosystems w ith r egards t o nut rient cycling ( Kalff, 2002). Ammonia ( NH3) and a mmonium 
(NH4) are reduced forms of inorganic nitrogen with their relative proportions depending on 
the water temperature and pH. Nitrite (NO2) is an intermediate form of nitrogen with nitrate 
(NO3) being the end product of the oxidation process of organic nitrogen and ammonia. NO3 
is m ore s table than N O2 due t o the r apid c onversion of  NO2 to NO 3 in the a quatic 
environment ( DWAF, 1 996a). Ammonia ( NH3) i s a  b y-product formed by  b iological 
degradation o f ni trogenous m atter and  forms a n i mportant el ement o f the ni trogen c ycle 
(Batley and S impson, 2009) and c an be  pr esent i n an un-ionised f orm ( NH3) and i onised 
form as ammonium ion (NH4+). Both of these forms are reduced forms of inorganic nitrogen 
derived f rom aer obic a nd anaer obic dec omposition o f o rganic matter ( DWAF, 1996a ). 
Ammonia toxicity is directly dependant on t he concentrations of un-ionised ammonia (NH3) 
as ionised ammonium i on ( NH4+ )  has  l ittle or  no t oxicity with r egards t o a quatic bi ota 
(Batley and Simpson, 2009). The total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) is a measure of the total 
ammonia nitrogen plus the total organically bound nitrogen (Chapman, 1996). Ammonia is a 
common c hemical pol lutant and a nut rient c ontributor t o eut rophication. Anthropogenic 
sources of ammonia include effluent containing human or animal wastes, agricultural 
sources, discharges from industry and atmospheric deposition originating from distillation 
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and c ombustion o f c oal ( Barimo and W alsh, 2005; DWAF, 1996a ). Many c ommercial 
fertilisers c ontain hi gh concentrations o f s oluble am monia, If t hese c oncentrations exceed 
the requirement of the pl ants the excess will be transported by surface flows (natural or 
irrigation) o r l eached i nto aquatic sy stems (DWAF, 1996a ). The toxicity of un-ionised 
ammonia i s a ffected by  water t emperature and  pH , with an i ncrease i n ei ther c ausing an 
increase i n t he r elative pr oportion o f un-ionised ammonia i n s olution t hus r esulting i n 
increased toxicity. Ammonia toxicity is influenced by dissolved oxygen, carbon dioxide and 
dissolved solids with t oxicity in creasing as di ssolved o xygen dec reases, due to am monia 
being oxidised into nitrate in oxygenated systems, thus decreasing toxicity (DWAF, 1996a). 
 
Effluent di scharges c ontaining hu man and  ani mal ex crement, a gricultural fertilizers and  
organic industrial wastes contribute to inorganic nitrogen pollution entering aquatic systems 
(DWAF, 1996a). Nitrogen compounds form a crucial element of the nutrient cycle in aquatic 
ecosystem, m aking nutrients available f or up take by  pl ants (Camargo and A lonso, 2006). 
Ammonification, nitrification, denitrification, and the active uptake of nitrate by organisms are 
all influenced by temperature, oxygen availability and pH (DWAF, 1996a). Inorganic nitrogen 
in unimpacted systems is g enerally l ow as  av ailable ni trogen i s taken up as  s oon as  i t 
becomes av ailable. As a r esult, ni trogen ac ts as  a m ajor l imiting factor driving t he 
biodiversity and functioning of an ecosystem (Vitousek et al., 1997). 
 
In South Africa, inorganic nitrogen concentrations are usually below 0.5 milligrams per lit re 
(mg N/ℓ) in unimpacted, systems but may increase to above 5 - 10 mg N/ℓ in enriched waters 
(DWAF, 1996a ). I norganic ni trogen concentrations bel ow 0. 5 m g N /ℓ are c onsidered l ow 
enough to prohibit the onset of eutrophication and t he rapid growth of nuisance blue-green 
algae and o ther a quatic pl ants. N itrogen t ransforming pr ocesses are pr edominantly 
governed by temperature, pH, oxygen availability and bac terial ac tivity (DWAF, 1996a). In 
unimpacted, well-oxygenated systems (80-120% saturation) the majority (>80%) of inorganic 
nitrogen is present as nitrate, with ammonia concentrations typically being below 0.1 mg N/ℓ. 
Systems affected by ef fluent discharges containing high ammonia or nitrate concentrations 
will experience decreases in dissolved oxygen and i ncreases in biological oxygen demand, 
chemical ox ygen dem and and pH  ( DWAF, 1996a ). Increases i n i norganic ni trogen 
compounds in freshwater systems can have detrimental effects on the quality of the water 












< 0.5 Oligotrophic c onditions; usually moderate levels of  
species d iversity; us ually low pr oductivity s ystems w ith 
rapid nutrient cycling; no nuisance growth of aquatic 
plants or blue-green algae. 
0.5-2.5 Mesotrophic c onditions; usually hi gh l evels of  species 
diversity; usually productive systems; nuisance growth of 
aquatic plants and blooms of blue-green algae; algal 
blooms seldom toxic. 
2.5-10 Eutrophic conditions; usually low levels of species 
diversity; us ually highly pr oductive s ystems, with 
nuisance gr owth of aqu atic pl ants an d b looms of  blue-
green algae; a lgal blooms m ay include s pecies which 
are toxic to man, livestock and wildlife. 
>10 Hypertrophic conditions; usually very low levels of 
species diversity; usually very highly productive systems; 
nuisance growth of aqu atic pl ants an d b looms of bl ue-
green a lgae, of ten i ncluding s pecies which ar e toxic t o 
man, livestock and wildlife. 
                                                                                                  (DWAF, 1996a) 
 
2.4.2.2. Total organic carbon 
Total organic carbon is a measure of the sum of all forms of organic matter in a water body 
and consists of dissolved and particulate material. Organic carbon arises from living material 
in t he aq uatic env ironment or  as m atter ent ers f rom the terrestrial env ironment, and i s a 
constituent of organic wastes and effluents. Total organic carbon can be a useful indicator of 




Orthophosphates, polyphosphates, metaphosphates, pyrophosphates and organically bound 
phosphates are all present in natural water bodies. Of these forms of phosphates, soluble 
reactive phos phorus ( SRP) or  or thophosphates ar e t hose av ailable for uptake by  aq uatic 
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biota. Forms of phosphorus are continually changing in a water column due to processes of 
decomposition and s ynthesis am ong or ganically bound  and inorganic ox idised forms o f 
phosphorus. Phosphorus i s an es sential m acronutrient ac cumulated by  m any l iving 
organisms; in unimpacted systems it is readily taken-up by plant species and converted to 
cell s tructures t hrough photosynthetic pr ocesses ( DWAF, 1996a ). P hosphorus is of ten 
viewed as the limiting nutrient in inland freshwaters, thus playing an influential role in 
eutrophication (Srivastava et al., 2009). Natural sources of phosphorus in aquatic systems 
originate f rom land, through w eathering p rocesses, at mospheric depos ition and 
decomposing or ganic m atter ( Kalff, 2002). P hosphorus c oncentrations i n S outh A frica ar e 
rarely high i n unimpacted systems with concentrations o f bet ween 10 a nd 50  micrograms 
per litre (µg P/ℓ) being common, including levels as low as 1 µg P/ℓ in pristine waters. High 
levels may result from point source discharges such as domestic and industrial effluents and 
non-point s ources such as  ur ban r un-off, at mospheric pr ecipitation a nd dr ainage from 
agricultural l and w here fertilisers ar e us ed ( DWAF, 1996a ). Increases i n phos phorus 
compounds i n freshwater systems have t he s ame e ffect on s ystem quality as  ni trogen 
through a shift in trophic status (Table 2.5). The effect is however dependent on the form of 
phosphorus, as no t al l phosphorus compounds are available f or immediate uptake by  
organisms. Inorganic phosphorus concentrations of less than 5 µg P/ℓ are considered to be 














< 5 Oligotrophic c onditions; usually moderate levels of  
species d iversity; us ually low pr oductivity s ystems w ith 
rapid nutrient cycling; no nuisance growth of aquatic 
plants or blue-green algae 
5-25 Mesotrophic c onditions; usually hi gh l evels of  species 
diversity; usually productive systems; nuisance growth of 
aquatic plants and blooms of blue-green algae; algal 
blooms seldom toxic. 
25-250 Eutrophic conditions; usually low levels of species 
diversity; us ually highly pr oductive s ystems, with 
nuisance gr owth of aqu atic pl ants an d b looms of  bl ue-
green al gae; a lgal blooms m ay include s pecies which 
are toxic to man, livestock and wildlife. 
>250 Hypertrophic c onditions; usually very low levels of 
species diversity; usually very highly productive systems; 
nuisance gr owth of aquatic pl ants an d b looms of bl ue-
green a lgae, of ten i ncluding s pecies which ar e toxic t o 
man, livestock and wildlife. 
                                                                                    (DWAF, 1996a) 
 
2.4.3. Microbiological water quality 
“Water-related microbial diseases have been a major cause of  human m isery since time 
immemorial, and microbial water quality needs to be managed in order to safeguard people 
from the hazards of drinking contaminated water” (DWAF, 2003: 5). 
 
Microbial water quality refers to the presence or absence of micro-organisms in a water 
column and is, for the most part, reported as the count of an indicator organism per given 
volume of  water (DWAF, 2003). There are numerous m icro-organisms that can potentially 
contaminate water, as  a growing form ( vegetative), r esting form ( spores o f fungi and  
bacteria) or f aecal m aterial of  human or  ani mal origin ( DWAF, 2003). Microbiological 
pollution c an or iginate f rom poi nt-source s uch as  di scharges o f treated and unt reated 
sewage and from non-point sources such as urban and agricultural run off (Kirschner et al., 
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2009). Faecal matter contains especially high abundances of micro-organisms and requires 
safe t reatment and di sposal t o av oid water c ontamination ( DWAF, 2003). The us e o f 
bacterial indictors of water quality is widely recognised (Noble et al., 2003), their presence 
and r elative abundanc e poi nt t owards sources of  contamination (DWAF, 2003). These 
indicator or ganisms may not  pos e a di rect threat o f di sease how ever t heir pr esence m ay 
point towards the presence of more hazardous pathogens (Noble et al., 2003).  
 
2.4.3.1. Escherichia coli (E. coli) 
“Microbiological indicators have been used for decades to monitor faecal pollution of water 
as well as the possible presence of other microbiological pathogens” (Omar and Barnard, 
2010: 172). 
 
Escherichia coli (E. coli) is a f aecal bacterium located in the intestinal tracts of 
homoeothermic animals and is used as an indicator of faecal contamination in water bodies 
(Yost et al ., 2011). This bac terium c an be s ubdivided i nto t hree c ategories, namely 
commensal, diarrheagenic, and ex tra-intestinal, of w hich s ome ar e ha rmless w hile ot hers 
can cause intestinal tract disease or infections outside the intestinal t ract (Carrero-colon et 
al., 2011; Omar and Barnard, 2010). The bacterium is common in the natural environment as 
it forms part of a mammal’s intestinal bacterial communities (Table 2.6); however they are 
commonly detected in systems outside of their hosts where they become indicators of faecal 
contamination. Since the 1980s E. coli has been us ed extensively as an indicator of faecal 
contamination for water treatment safety pur poses (Carrero-colon et a l., 2011). Studies o f 
factors affecting the survival of E. coli in natural waters are of interest due to the importance 
of these microorganisms as indicators of faecal pollution in natural waters (Wcisło and 
Chrost, 2000). The survival of E. coli outside of a host depends on numerous factors 
including temperature, protozoa grazing, exposure to UV radiation and nutrient availability. 
Under favourable temperature (15-18 degrees Celsius), nutrient and micro-floral conditions 











                              (Adapted from Yost et al., 2011) 
 
The survival of E. coli, and indeed other microorganisms outside of their indigenous habitat, 
depends upon their ability to tolerate an alien set of biological, physical and chemical 
conditions (Flint, 1987). Variables such as  l ight, temperature, pH , and t oxicity of  heav y 
metals are believed to have a significant impact on bacterial mortality (Harwood et al., 2011). 
Rainfall is another external variable significantly impacting on the concentrations of E. coli in 
surface waters, predominantly due to overland run-off and the subsequent transport of 
material containing these bacteria. E. coli can be harboured in large quantities in soils along 
river banks and beaches commonly leaching into waterways and can survive from a couple 
of days t o f ive months dependi ng on t he en vironmental c onditions and t he s oil t ype 
(McElhany and Pillai, 2011).  
 
Faecal contamination of waterways can result in negative environmental impacts originating 
from a nu mber o f sources, namely m unicipal s ewage, l ivestock, w ildlife and ur ban run-off 
into surface waters (Harwood et al., 2011). Water with high concentrations of E. coli pose 
public health concerns (Table 2.7) with regards to exposure to human enteric pathogens and 
the risk of contracting waterborne diseases originating from animals and transmittable to 
humans ( Harwood et al ., 2011). Gastroenteritis i s a c ommon di sease associated w ith a  
particular E. coli strain, the disease is accompanied by chronic vomiting, watery d iarrhoea, 
fever and stomach cramps. The incubation period is short, lasting 8-48 hours with recovery 
in healthy individuals being good. Elderly, young and immuno-compromised individuals are 
those most at risk from gastroenteritis; whereby the disease can become life threatening in 






(CFU/g faeces) a 
Escherichia coli Human 108 
Escherichia coli Bovine 105-108 
Escherichia coli Swine 107 
Escherichia coli Poultry 107-108 
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Table 2.7:  Recommended E. coli counts for full human recreational contact and 
associated health implications 





Range 0 - 130 
A low risk of gastrointestinal illness is indicated for contact recreational 
water use. This is not expected to exceed a risk of typically < 8 
illnesses/1 000 swimmers 
 
130 - 200 A s light r isk o f gas trointestinal ef fects among s wimmers and bat hers 
may be expected. Negligible effects are expected if these levels occur in 
isolated instances only 
 
200 - 400 Some risk of gastrointestinal effects exists if geometric mean or median 
E. coli levels are in this range, particularly if this occurs frequently. The 
risk is  minimal if  o nly isolated s amples f all in t his r ange. R e-sampling 
should be conducted if individual results > 400/100 mℓ are recorded 
 
> 400 Risks o f heal th effects as sociated with c ontact r ecreational water us e 
increase as E. coli levels increase. The volume of water which needs to 
be ingested in order to cause ill effects decreases as the E. coli density 
increases. Gastrointestinal illness can be expected to increase  
                                                                                                                (DWAF, 1996b) 
 
2.5. Aquatic bio-indicators 
Aquatic organisms are affected by external forces imposed on the freshwater environment 
that alter the phy sical, c hemical and bi ological pr ocesses o f freshwater s ystems, with 
resultant changes in floral and faunal c ommunities (Karr, 1991 ). A quatic or ganisms are 
effective biological i ndicators o f t he quality o f the system they i nhabit and point towards 
external pr essures i mpacting on a quatic ecosystems. Measurement of  phy sical and 
chemical water q uality variables al one m ay ne glect the i nteractions a nd e ffects ex ternal 
forces have on localised aquatic biota. Bio-monitoring using aquatic biological communities 
can c ontribute t o t raditional physical, c hemical and bi ological water q uality m easurements 
(Karr, 1991 ). Furthermore spot w ater quality s ampling o f streams and r ivers w ill r eflect 
conditions for the time of sampling whereas aquatic biological communities provide insight 
into conditions preceding sampling, illustrating ecosystem integrity not only water quality at a 
given point i n time (Hooda et al ., 2000). In S outh A frica, bio-indicators form t he basis o f 
indices such as the South African scoring system version 5 (SASS5) (Dickens and Graham, 
2002), Fish A ssemblage I ntegrity I ndex ( FAII) (Kleynhans, 1999), t he Macroinvertebrate 
Response Assessment Index (MIRAI) (Thirion, 2007)  and the Fish Response Assessment 




2.5.1. Aquatic macroinvertebrates 
“Aquatic macroinvertebrates have been u sed to as sess t he bi ological i ntegrity of  s tream 
ecosystems w ith r elatively good s uccess t hroughout t he w orld, m ore c ommonly t han any  
other biological group” (Thirion, 2007: 1). 
 
The t erm ‘aquatic macroinvertebrates’ includes all or ganisms t hat do not  have vertebra in 
their anatomical make-up, including arthropods, molluscs and annelids, all inhabiting aquatic 
environments for al l or  part o f their l ife cycle (Thirion, 2007). Aquatic i nvertebrates play 
crucial roles in aquatic ecosystems including the retention, breakdown and transportation of 
organic material and exchange energy along trophic levels as predators and prey (Malherbe 
et al., 2010; Thirion, 2007; Welch, 1992). Aquatic invertebrates are sensitive to physical and 
chemical changes in the aquatic environment and thus prove useful in inferring the quality or 
health o f an aquatic system (Azrina et al ., 2006; Hooda et  al , 2000 ). The di stribution and  
community s tructure o f aquatic i nvertebrate pop ulations is pr edominantly det ermined t he 
physical-chemical t olerances o f v arious s pecies, i llustrating t heir appl icability as  bi ological 
indicators o f w ater q uality and  r iver c ondition (Thirion, 2007). The adv antages o f us ing 
macroinvertebrates as bio-indicators include their w idespread di stribution, range of  
ecological requirements, low mobility (Malherbe et al., 2010), range of life cycles, visibility to 
the naked eye and ease of identification (Dickens and Graham, 2002). Aquatic invertebrates 
include grazers, detrital feeders and predatory species all forming functional units within the 
aquatic ecosystem (Welch 1992). 
 
2.5.1.1. Aquatic Invertebrate habitat 
“Habitat f unctions as  a temporally and s patially variable physical, chemical, and bi ological 
template within which aquatic invertebrates can exist” (Thirion, 2007: 2). 
 
The aquatic habi tat is a  set o f physical, chemical, biological and hy drological variables al l 
interacting ov er s pace a nd t ime, s tructuring s uitable conditions f or t he s urvival of aquatic 
biota. This includes physical and chemical variables, water velocity, depth and substrate, all 
of which form interactive roles at various stages of an invertebrates’ life cycle (Thirion, 2007). 
The availability, quality and diversity of aquatic habitats therefore structure the aquatic biotic 
communities. The survival of any aquatic organism can be hindered by one or a combination 
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of unfavourable environmental conditions that m ake-up its optimum habitat template 
(Thirion, 2007). “Suitable env ironmental c onditions and r esources ( quantity, quality and  
timing) have to be available in order to sustain a viable long-term population” (Thirion, 2007: 
2). 
 
2.6. Threats to freshwater resources 
Freshwater ec osystems and t he s pecies t hey s upport ar e o f t he most e ndangered i n t he 
world ( Saunders et al ., 2002; Dudgeon et al ., 2006), as  a  r esult o f their v ulnerability to 
human activities and environmental change (Vorosmarty et al., 2010). Human activities 
include o verexploitation, water pol lution, f low m odification, des truction or  degradation o f 
natural habitats and the introduction of invasive alien species (Dudgeon et al., 2006). These 
threats are of concern in terms of both biodiversity conservation and resource management 
for hu man c onsumption, w ith hum an ac tivities and t he as sociated i mpacts, pr edominantly 




Table 2.8: Human activities responsible for impacts on aquatic ecosystems 
Human  Activity Impacts on Aquatic Ecosystem 
Population and consumer growth Increased water demand, increased water 
diversion, increased cultivation 
 
Infrastructure development (e.g. dams, 
levees, diversions, weirs etc.) 
Loss of  ec osystem i ntegrity and r iver 
connectivity, a lteration of  f low r ates a nd f low 
quantities. Changes in water temperature, 
nutrient and sediment exchange.  
 
Land conversion and poor land use (e.g. 
wetland drainage, deforestation) 
Loss of  ec osystem i ntegrity, ecosystem f unction 
and associated good a nd s ervices. L oss of  
habitats and associated biodiversity. Alteration in 
flow patterns and run-off rates. 
 
Overharvesting and overexploitation Depletion of natural resources and biodiversity.  
Ecosystem function and structure compromised. 
 
Introduction of exotic species  
 
Elimination of native flora and fauna. Alteration of 
natural pr oduction, n utrient c ycling a nd 
biodiversity. 
 
Release of chemical and biological pollutants 
to water, land and air 
Pollution of water bodies and associates 
changes i n c hemical, phy sical a nd b iological 
water quality. Resultant c hanges i n f reshwater 
ecology and ecosystem functioning. 
 
Greenhouse gas emissions inducing climate 
change 
Long-term changes i n r ainfall, e vaporation, 
transportation, temperature.  
                                                                  (Adapted from Dailey (1997) in Gleick et al., 2001) 
 
Pollution of  water resources is a hum an-induced impact and de fined by the National Water 
Act No. 107 of 1998 (RSA, 1998c) as ‘the direct or indirect alteration of the physical, 
chemical or biological properties of a water resource so as to make it –  
a) Less fit for any beneficial purpose for which it may reasonably be expected to be 
used; 
b) Harmful or potentially harmful - 
i) to the welfare, health or safety of human beings; 
ii) to any aquatic or non-aquatic organisms; 
iii) to the resource quality; or 




Pollutants can ent er the aq uatic env ironment f rom point sources (discrete and de fined) o r 
non-point s ources ( diffuse) and  stem from a n umber o f c auses, s uch as  surface w ater 
pollution or iginating from agr icultural, ur ban r un-off, i ndustries and m ining ( Strydom and 
King, 2009). Land cover and land use has a major role to play in water quality, as various 
activities are associated with different pollutants (Table 2.9) (Hohls et al., 2002). 
 
Table 2.9: primary pollution sources and associated causes 
Pollution Source Pollution Cause 
Agricultural Irrigation return flows, fertilizers, pesticides, and run-off 
from feed lots 
Urban Urban r un-off ( storm w ater s ystems, r oads etc., e ffluent 
return f lows (bacteriological contamination, s alts and 
nutrients) 
Industrial Discharge of chemical substances in watercourse 
Mining Discharge of acids and salts 
                                                                                (Strydom and King, 2009) 
The ex tent and s everity t o which po int a nd non -point s ource pol lutants a ffect th e 
environment is dependent on the nature of the source. Some pollution sources have far 
reaching effects whereas others are localised (Table 2.10). 
 





























Atmosphere  x xxxG xxxG xxxG  
Point sources       
Sewage xxx xxx xxx x xxx  
Industrial effluent  x xxxG  xxxG xx 
Diffuse sources       
Agriculture xx xxx x xxxG   
Dredging  x xxx xx xxx x 
Navigation and        
Harbours x x xx  x xxx 
Mixed sources       
Urban run-off and        
Waste disposal xx xx xxx xx xx xx 
Industrial waste        
Disposal sites  x xxx x xxx x 
X – Low local significance XXX – High local/regional significance  




As w ater r uns off a l and s urface i t c arries w ith i t pol lutants as sociated w ith t he l and use 
practices of the area. This f lushing of residues from the land surface is a common form of 
non-point source pol lution, enr iching the nearby water systems with various contaminants. 
Nutrient or sediment loads can calculated using export coefficients, which are presented as 
the quantity of the parameter per unit area per unit time (kg/ha/annum), which is useful in 
land use and water quality studies (McFarland and Hauck 2001). Land use therefore has an 
influential role in determining the physical, chemical and biological nature of the run-off that 
enters a  r eceiving w ater body  ( Tong and C hen, 2002). “Changing l and us e and l and 
management p ractices are t herefore regarded as one o f the main factors i n al tering t he 
hydrological system, causing changes in run-off, surface water supply yields, as well as the 
quality of receiving water” (Tong and Chen, 2002: 378). 
 
2.6.1. Eutrophication 
Eutrophication refers to the nut rient enrichment of a w ater body  w ith plant nutrients, most 
notably ni trogen and p hosphorus compounds ( Van Ginkel, 2002). Nutrient enr ichment i s 
regarded as the most widespread water quality problems impacting freshwater and coastal 
ecosystems ( UN-Water, 2011a). Eutrophication is a natural and gradual process through 
which lakes age (Van Ginkel, 2002; Oberholster and Ashton, 2008) as they move through a 
natural succession from one trophic status to the next (low productivity to high). Although the 
process is nat ural ov er a l arge t emporal s cale, hum an ac tivities within catchments have 
drastically ac celerated eut rophication by  al tering nat ural bi ochemical c ycling of  nut rients 
(Oberholster and Ashton, 2008). This accelerated form of eutrophication is termed cultural 
eutrophication and can originate from agricultural and urban run-off and municipal and 
industrial wastewater effluents (Van Ginkel, 2002; 2011) (Figure 2.1). In freshwater systems, 
phosphorus i s pr edominantly c onsidered t he f oremost l imiting nu trient i n t erms o f pl ant 
growth, although nitrogen plays an important role in terms of primary production in aquatic 
systems ( DWAF, 1996a ; C orrell, 1998 ; C amargo and  A lonso, 2006) . N utrient enr iched 
systems are presented with an excess of usable plant nutrients which promote the growth of 






Figure 2.1: Process of eutrophication in aquatic systems
This high productivity is accompanied by large bacterial populations and elevated respiration 
rates, which increase biological oxygen demand resulting in decreased levels of  dissolved 
oxygen ( hypoxia or  ano xia) (Correll, 1998). The ex cessive g rowth of  al gae as a r esult o f
elevated nutrient inputs may cause toxicity in aquatic environments, directly effecting aquatic 
biota and transferred through trophic levels to terrestrial organisms through bio-accumulation 
(Table 2. 11) (Camargo and A lonso, 2006). A mong t he v arious gr oups o f toxic al gae, 
cyanobacteria, di noflagellates and di atoms ar e t he m ost p redominant. C yanobacterial 
blooms are associated with am ple s unlight, w arm w ater t emperatures and hi gh nut rient 
concentrations (phosphate, a mmonium, n itrate), conditions eas ily pr oduced by  hum an 
activities (Camargo and Alonso, 2006).
(Adapted from Van Ginkel, 2011)
Increased nutrient loads 
from sewage discharges
Increased nutrient loads from run-






















Table 2.11: Ecological and toxicological effects of eutrophication on aquatic 
ecosystems 
                                                               (Adapted form Camargo and Alonso, 2006) 
 
Assessment of a system’s susceptibility to eutrophication should involve an assessment of 
the nitrogen: p hosphorus ( N: P) ratios ( DWAF, 1996a ), as a m eans of under standing t he 
limiting n utrient in  a  system ( Van G inkel, 2002). I n unimpacted systems N : P  ratios ar e 
typically greater than 25-40:1 (DWAF, 1996a), which indicates phosphorus limitation, a 
desirable state f rom a eutrophication pe rspective ( Van G inkel, 2002). I mpacted systems 
experiencing unnatural nutrient inputs have N: P ratios of less than 10:1, indicating nitrogen 
Ecological and toxicological effects 
 
- Reductions in water column transparency and light availability 
 
- Increased sedimentation of organic matter 
 
- Decreased concentrations of dissolved oxygen (hypoxic or anoxic conditions) in bottom 
waters and sediments 
 
- Formation of reduced (toxic) chemical compounds in bottom waters and sediments  
 
- Phosphorus releases from sediments that can reinforce eutrophication  
 
- Increased biomass and productivity of phytoplankton 
 
- Shifts i n ph ytoplankton c omposition t o bloom-forming s pecies, s ome of  which may be  t oxic 
(e.g., cyanobacteria in freshwaters and Alexandrium dinoflagellates in coastal waters) 
 
- Increased biomass, and changes in productivity and species composition, of freshwater 
periphyton, be ing us ually favoured filamentous s pecies at  t he ex pense of  ot her at tached 
microalgae 
 
- Increased biomass, and changes in productivity and species composition, of freshwater 
macrophytes, often with proliferation of weeds 
 
- Increased biomass and productivity, and shifts in species composition 
 
- Losses of  s pecies d iversity in ph ytoplankton, p eriphyton, m acrophyte and macroalgae 
communities 
 
- Changes in biomass, productivity and species composition of benthic invertebrates and fish, 
often with mass mortality events in sensitive populations and reductions in the area of suitable 
habitat for reproduction 
 
- Losses of species diversity in zooplankton, benthic invertebrates and fish communities  
 
- Alterations in the food web structure of freshwater, estuarine, and coastal marine ecosystems, 
with ramifying effects on every trophic level 
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limitation, a state less desirable from a eutrophication perspective. At such low N: P ratios 
nitrogen is likely to be fixed, resulting in additional nitrogen availability in the system (DWAF, 
1996a). At N: P ratios of less than 10:1 cyanobacteria are able to fix atmospheric nitrogen 
promoting their development, posing toxic environmental impacts (Van Ginkel, 2002). 
 
2.7. Conclusion 
Freshwater i s a v ital and finite r esource unde r t hreat from dec lining quality and s upply 
deficits predominantly as a result of human related activities and population growth. South 
Africa is a water-stressed country in which water related services are plagued by inequality 
and demand for freshwater is ever increasing. South African legislation does protect water 
resources and the users thereof, while promoting the equal distribution of water and other 
basic needs . Understanding t he det erminants of w ater quality i s par amount i n en suring 
sound freshwater monitoring and management. Water quality is a set of physical, chemical, 
and b iological pr operties of  a water body, w hich det ermines i ts fitness for a s pecific us e. 
Aquatic bio-indicators can prove to be successful contributors or alternatives to conventional 
water quality analysis as a means of understanding external forces impacting on the aquatic 
environment. Threats to freshwater systems are predominantly as a result of human activity 
and t he as sociated di scharge o f pol lutants i nto w ater c ourses, o f w hich eut rophication 






The c hapter describes the study ar ea and as sociated bi ophysical at tributes. The specific 
sites selected for the study are discussed along with reasons for their selection; thereafter, 
data collection, analysis, and i nterpretation techniques are presented. Statistical techniques 
used are presented, with reference to their application and justification of use, followed by 
the methods of nitrogen to phosphorus ratio and nutrient load calculation.
3.2. Study area
The study region lies within the upper uMngeni catchment draining into Midmar Dam in the 
KwaZulu-Natal pr ovince of  S outh A frica. The U pper uMngeni System, supplies w ater to 
various regions within the uMgungundlovu, Msunduzi and eThekwini (Outer West) municipal 
areas (Figure 3.1) (Ramnath, 2010).
Figure 3.1: Supply reach of the upper uMngeni resource unit (WTP-Water Treatment 
Plant, LM-Local Municipality, DM-District Municipality)
Upper uMngeni 
System (inland)























The u pper uMngeni catchment’s water s upply i s dom inated by  t he uMngeni River and i ts 
tributaries draining into Midmar Dam, with periodic supplementation from the Mooi-uMngeni
transfer scheme (MMTS). W ater is treated a t t wo water t reatment pl ants ( WTP); Midmar 
WTP in Ho wick and DV Harris W TP in Pietermaritzburg. T he design c apacity of  M idmar 
WTP i s 250 megalitres per  day (Mℓ/day), with a current (2010) ut ilisation of  173 Mℓ/day.   
The Pietermaritzburg WTP has a des ign capacity of 140 Mℓ/day, with a current utilisation of 
80 Mℓ/day in the main plant and an addi tional 15 Mℓ/day in dissolved air flotation (Ramnath,
2010). Currently w ater dem and from t he U pper uMngeni system i s a pproximately 268 
Mℓ/day, which is distributed among three major water supply areas, namely the Msunduzi, 
eThekwini and uMgungundlovu municipalities (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Water demand from the upper uMngeni resource unit (Mℓ/day)
Due to i ncreases i n water dem and, eThekwini municipality will require further supply f rom 
the upper  uMngeni system i n t he form o f a l oad-shifting oper ation, w hich s hould be f ully 
commissioned by 2013. This operation will place increased pressure on the Upper uMngeni
supply r egion, as  ar eas o f eThekwini municipality c urrently bei ng s erved by  t he Low er 
uMngeni system will be transferred to the Upper system served under gravity f rom Midmar 
WTP. This load-shifting will save eThekwini pumping costs whilst increasing available water 
resources in the Lower uMngeni. This load-shift will however place greater pressure on the 
Upper uMngeni system and s pecifically Midmar Dam (Ramnath, 2010). Following t he 
second phase of the Mooi-uMngeni transfer scheme, to be commissioned in 2013, the yield 
of t he uMngeni system at M idmar w ill i ncrease f rom 322 .5 Mℓ/day t o 4 76.2 Mℓ/day. T his 










demand for any  s ignificant t ime per iod (Ramnath, 2010). Currently t he t rophic s tatus o f 
Midmar D am is m esotrophic, one t rophic l evel abov e ol igotrophic, the most des irable i n 
terms o f dr inking water supply and  one t rophic l evel be low eut rophic ( Hohls et al., 2002). 
The freshwater ecosystem health of the upper uMngeni resource unit was most recently 
assessed according to Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: General health of the upper uMngeni resource unit 
Attribute Description 
Water quality Generally good 
Riparian habitats Degraded b y invasive t rees s uch as  wattles, g ums and pi nes but  ar e i n goo d 
condition 
Instream habitats Good, although the large number of farm dams have modified water flow, which 
in turn affects downstream habitats.  
Invertebrates Close t o n atural. F or m ost bi ota t he up per r eaches of  t he uMngeni and L ions 
rivers are in better condition than downstream towards Midmar Dam. 
Fish Good condition b ut l ower down ar e on ly in f air c ondition du e t o t he i mpact of  
aliens (trout, carp and bass) and invasive indigenous catfish. For most biota the 
upper r eaches of  t he uMngeni and L ions R ivers ar e i n better c ondition than 
downstream towards Midmar Dam. 
Wetlands Damage to w etlands i s w idespread. Many of  t he c atchment's w etlands ha ve 
been d estroyed b y human ac tivities and t he s tate of  t he r emaining wetlands 
varies greatly. Some are in good condition while others are degraded and their 
original functions impaired                                 
                                                           (Adapted from Water Research Commission [WRC], 2002) 
 
The study area under research consists of three sub-catchments within the upper uMngeni 
catchment where mixed land uses, dominated by commercial agriculture, forestry, l ivestock 
and urban development are prevalent. The investigation focused on three river networks 




















Veld Type 41% N gongoni v eld of  N atal m ist-belt w ith 
30% highland sourveld and Dohne sourveld 
Terrain Low mountains (41%) and undulating hills 
and lowlands (40%) 
Geology 42% shale and siltstones with 35% dolerite & 
16% sandstones 
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3.2.1. Mthinzima sub-catchment 
The Mthinzima system has its source in the foothills above the Mpophomeni settlement, a 6 
000 unit settlement developed in the 1960s. The river flows adjacent to the settlement where 
it is met by a t ributary that dissects Mpophomeni, after which it flows under the district road 
(R617), through a w etland system and i nto Midmar Dam (Figure 3.3). Mpophomeni has  a 
wastewater treatment plant located adjacent to the Mthinzima River which historically treated 
the settlements domestic wastewater. Observed and potential water quality impacts within 
Mpophomeni range from solid waste in and around water courses, damaged and inadequate 
sewage infrastructure, surcharging sewage manholes and river bank erosion, many of which 
have been publ ished i n popul ar pr ess ( Appendix A ) (Douman, 2008;  B eaver, 2 011; 
Govender, 2011; Radebe, 2012). Analysis of the National Land Cover (NLC) database 
(South African National Biodiversity Institute [SANBI], 2009) shows that urban development; 
particularly Mpophomeni settlement forms a  l arge por tion o f t he Mthinzima sub-catchment 
and i ndeed t he l argest hi gh den sity ur ban de velopment i n t he greater upper  uMngeni 
catchment. A lthough t he Mthinzima sub-catchment onl y f orms 1 .92% o f the greater upper 
uMngeni catchment, the urban areas comprise 22.32% of development in the upper 
uMngeni catchment (SANBI, 2009) (Table 3.3). 
 
Table 3.3: Land use in the Mthinzima sub-catchment 
Land Cover Area (ha) % of Total 
Natural 1021 57.4 
Cultivated 159 8.9 
Degraded 16 0.9 
Urban 577 32.4 
Water bodies 3 0.2 
Plantations 3 0.2 
Total 1776 
 % of total upper 





Figure 3.4: Observed potential water quality impacts in Mpophomeni settlement
3.2.2. Khayalisha sub-catchment
The second s ystem is l ocated t o t he e ast o f the M thinzima s ystem an d i s i mpounded by  
small dams from source to inflow into Midmar Dam. This system is located adjacent to the 
commissioned K hayalisha s ocial hous ing pr oject, a p roposed 1 500  uni t dev elopment
(Figure 3.3). The National Land Cover (NLC) database (SANBI, 2009), shows that this sub-
catchment i s do minated by  nat ural l and c over ( 51%) and c ultivation ( 23%). I f t he 
development is fully implemented, urban areas in this sub-catchment will increase from 1.6% 
to 18.4% and K hayalisha will be the second largest high density urban development in the 
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Table 3.4: Land use in the Khayalisha sub-catchment 
Land Cover Area (ha) % of Total 
Natural 543 51.2 
Cultivated 317 29.9 
Degraded 66 6.2 
Urban 17 1.6 
Water bodies 43 4.1 
Plantations 74 7 
Total 1060 






The K hayalisha s ocial hous ing p roject w as commissioned w ith t he i ntention t o relocate 
informal s ettlers from ar eas i n H owick. EIA-5349 of  the K hayalisha s ocial hous ing pr oject 
stipulated ( ROD 10. 10) t hat t he M pophomeni w astewater t reatment pl ant w as t o be  
upgraded. The plant was decommissioned in 1999 and raw sewage generated by the 
settlement was pum ped t o H owick wastewater t reatment pl ant for treatment (Terry, 2011, 
pers. c omm). T he R30 m illion upgrade was to be launched by the end of 2008 to solve 
sewage issues at Mpophomeni and relieve pressures imposed by new housing 
developments s uch as  K hayalisha (Appendix A ) (Naidoo, 2008). Mpophomeni would t hen 
treat its own sewage instead of piping it to Howick and the sewage generated by the new 
Khayalisha development would be piped to Howick for treatment. The Howick plant is due 
for up grade du e t o un derperformance and ha s r un bet ween 18%  a nd 63%  compliant 
between 2003 and 2007  (Umgeni Water, 2010). The development of Khayalisha has begun 
without the commencement of either the Mpophomeni or Howick wastewater treatment plant 
upgrades. 
  
3.2.3. Gqishi sub-catchment 
The Gqishi River system i s l ocated t o t he w est o f the M thinzima s ystem. The upper 
catchment is dominated by forestry, thereafter proceeding through areas of mixed agriculture 
and l ivestock p roduction w here i t i s m et by  a t ributary t hat di ssects ar eas o f a griculture 
before entering Midmar Dam. The system is impounded by three small dams in its upper, 
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middle and lower reaches on its path to Midmar Dam (Figure 3.3). According to the National 
Land Cover (NLC) database (SANBI, 2009) the sub-catchment is dominated by natural land 
cover (64%), plantations (21%), and cultivation (15%) (Table 3.5). 
 
Table 3.5: Land use in the Gqishi sub-catchment 
Land cover Area (ha) % of Total 
Natural 3863 63.9 
Cultivated 884 14.6 
Degraded 2 0.03 
Urban 42 0.7 
Water bodies 18 0.3 
Plantations 1239 20.5 
Total 6048.00 
 % of total upper 
uMngeni catchment   6.54 
  
3.3. Study sites 
Nine s ites were s elected for physical, c hemical and bi ological water quality m onitoring, of 
which s ix were SASS5  bio-monitoring sites ( Figure 3. 5). Sites w ere l ocated i n t he upper , 
middle and lower reaches of the respective systems, based on accessibility and ability of the 
site to isolate areas of potential pollution contamination associated with changes in land use. 
It w as al so ensured t hat S ASS5 s ites had comparable bi o-tope av ailability, q uality and 









3.3.1. Upper Mthinzima (UM) 
Located in the upper reaches of the Mthinzima River prior to it flowing adjacent to 
Mpophomeni s ettlement. T his site is  in  a relatively und isturbed area s urrounded by  l ow 
density per i-urban/rural s ettlement (SANBI, 2009) (Figure 3. 5). The s ite was s elected to 
understand the s tatus o f the s ystem w ith r egards t o w ater q uality and ec ological heal th 
before enc ountering an y i mpacts as sociated with t he s ettlement do wnstream. The s ite 
therefore acts as a r eference point against which sites downstream can be c ompared. The 
site is  not i ntended t o represent l ocal uni mpacted r eference conditions but  to represent 
conditions pr evailing i n t he Mthinzima s ystem without t he i mpacts associated w ith 
Mpophomeni settlement.  
 
3.3.2. Mthinzima tributary (M-trib) 
Located on a tributary of the Mthinzima River that dissects Mpophomeni settlement before 
entering t he m ain Mthinzima channel (Figure 3. 5). The s ite was es tablished t o as sess i ts 
contribution to water quality of the Mthinzima system and SASS5 was not carried out at this 
site (Table 3.6). 
 
3.3.3. Middle Mthinzima (MM) 
Located in the middle reaches of the Mthinzima River below the Mpophomeni settlement, in 
areas of natural land cover (SANBI, 2009) (Figure 3.5). This site was selected to assess the 
impact of the settlement on water quality and ecological health by accounting for pollutant 
inputs between upper Mthinzima and this point. The site is located downstream of Mthinzima 
tributary thus accounting for the cumulative impacts of Mpophomeni settlement including the 
main channel and tributary. 
 
3.3.4. Lower Mthinzima (LM) 
Located in the lower reaches of the Mthinzima River prior to it entering Midmar Dam (Figure 
3.5). This site was selected to assess water quality and nut rient loads entering the Midmar 
Dam considering upstream impacts associated with the settlement.  
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3.3.5. Lower Khayalisha (LK) 
Located in the lower reaches of the river system draining the Khayalisha development area 
(Figure 3. 5), this i s t he onl y s ite sampled in t his s ystem, and s erves as  a w ater q uality 
monitoring site and not a SASS5 site (Table 3.6), with the intention of assessing the current 
status of water quality and nutrient loads entering Midmar Dam from this sub-catchment. The 
site was selected to compare current conditions at this site to that of lower Mthinzima and 
highlight the consequences associated with developing high density settlements adjacent to 
water courses.  
 
3.3.6. Upper Gqishi (UG) 
Located in the upper reaches of the Gqishi River in a forested land use (Figure 3.5), this site 
allows for a comparison with upper Mthinzima and between downstream sites in the Gqishi, 
located in commercial agriculture. Although the land cover is categorised as natural (Figure 
3.5) forestry does extend around the site. 
 
3.3.7. Middle Gqishi (MG) 
Located i n the middle reaches o f t he Gqishi River where t he l and cover is in t ransition to 
commercial cultivation (Figure 3.5). This site was selected to compare with upper Gqishi to 
illustrate changes in water quality as land use changes along the river gradient. 
 
3.3.8. Gqishi tributary (G-trib) 
Located on a tributary of the Gqishi River, prior to it entering the Gqishi main channel (Figure 
3.5), this site was selected to assess the water quality inputs from this region of the Gqishi 
sub-catchment, where commercial agriculture is prevalent, and S ASS5 was not carried out 
(Table 3.6). 
 
3.3.9. Lower Gqishi (LG) 
Located in the lower reaches of the Gqishi River before entering Midmar Dam (Figure 3.5), 
this site w as s elected t o as sess water quality and nut rient l oads entering Midmar Da m 
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considering upstream land use. The site also chosen for comparison with lower Khayalisha 
and lower Mthinzima to highlight differences in water quality and nutrient loads associated 
with land use practices. 
 
3.4. Data collection 
Sampling was conducted at bi-monthly intervals starting in October of 2010 and c oncluding 
in J uly of  2011  (i.e. f ive sample per iods) to a ccount for s easonal v ariability. C hemical, 
physical and bi ological parameters were sampled at  t he same s ites at  the same sampling 
frequency to ensure consistency over the sampling period.  
 
3.4.1. Water quality 
Water q uality dat a falls within t hree categories, nam ely c hemical, phy sical and  
microbiological (Table 3.6); Data within these categories required different collection and 
processing techniques.  
 
3.4.1.1. Physical and chemical samples 
Water samples for chemical analysis were collected in 2ℓ plastic bottles in accordance with 
the Umgeni Water sampling protocol (Terry, 2011, pers. comm) (Table 3.6). Samples were 
placed in a c ooler on i ce pr ior t o del ivery to Umgeni Water for laboratory analysis. In situ 
physical water parameters were measured and recorded using a Ysi handheld water meter 
(Table 3. 6). The pr obe w as pl aced under the w ater and al lowed to stabilise before 
recordings were taken.  
 
3.4.1.2. Microbiological samples 
Microbiological water samples were collected to measure E. coli concentrations (Table 3.6). 
Water samples for microbiological analysis were collected in 500mℓ sealed/sterilised plastic 
bottles in accordance with the Umgeni Water sampling protocol (Terry, 2011, pers. comm). 
Sample bot tles w ere pl aced i n a c ooler on i ce pr ior t o del ivery t o Umgeni Water f or 
laboratory analysis.  
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Site UM MM M-trib LM LK UG MG G-trib LG
NH3 (mg N/ℓ)          
NO2 (mg N/ℓ)          
NO3 (mg N/ℓ)          
TKN (mg N/ℓ)          
TP (µg P/ℓ)          
SRP (µg P/ℓ)          
TOC (mg C/ℓ)          
B
io E. coli (count/100mℓ)         





pH          
Temperature (°C)          
SS (mg /ℓ)          
DO (% saturation)          
Conductivity(mS/m)          
         
3.5. SASS5: The South African Scoring System Version 5
The South African Scoring System is a bi otic index or iginally developed by Chutter (1994; 
1998) and refined by Dickens and Graham (2002) to produce its current version SASS5. The 
system i s a rapid bio-assessment method f or determining the health or condition of r ivers 
based on aquatic macroinvertebrate communities. It can be applied to river health and water 
quality monitoring (Dickens and Graham, 2002), and to gauge the ecological state of aquatic 
ecosystems (Thirion, 2007). The system m akes use o f s ensitivity scores as signed t o 
macroinvertebrates a t family l evel. T he s cores r ange on a s cale from 1 t o 15 , with 1
assigned to tolerant taxa with low sensitivity to changes in water quality and 15 bei ng taxa 
that ar e i ntolerant t o poor  w ater q uality and h ighly s ensitivity to fluctuations thereof. The 
SASS5 methodology has  under gone field t esting and  i s us ed ex tensively i n South A frica 




TP - Total Phosphorus
SRP – Soluble Reactive Phosphorus
TKN - Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
TOC – Total Organic Carbon
E. coli - Escherichia coli
SASS5 – South African Scoring 
System (version 5)
SS – Suspended Solids
DO – Dissolved Oxygen
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Site selection i s important when us ing SASS5 as results ar e positively i nfluenced when a 
diversity of  a quatic hab itats ar e s ampled, a lthough habi tat poo r r ivers produce v aluable 
results. Data cannot be  i nterpreted i ndependently but  m ust be v iewed i n l ight o f habi tat 
availability, quality and diversity, and overall ecoregion and season (Dickens and Graham, 
2002). Biotopes fall into three broad categories, namely vegetation, stones and GSM (gravel, 
sand and mud) which are further subdivided (Table 3.7). 
 
Table 3.7: SASS5 biotope groups  
SASS Biotopes Abbr. Description 
Stones in current SIC Stones in flowing water, may include bedrock 
Stones out of current SOOC Stones out of any perceptible current (with visible 
silt s een ac cumulating o n s tone surfaces), m ay 
include bedrock 
Marginal vegetation in current MV-IC Emerged and  s ubmerged v egetation in f ast 
current, a t t he river’s edge or  o n t he ed ge of  t he 
in-channel islands 
Marginal vegetation out of 
current 
MV-OC Emerged and s ubmerged v egetation out of an y 
perceptible c urrent, at  t he river’s edge or  on t he 
edge of the in-channel islands 
Aquatic vegetation AQV Submerged or partially submerged vegetation 
within the channel, normally in flowing water 
Gravel G Stones <2cm in diameter 
Sand S Sand grains >2mm in diameter 
Silt/Mud/Clay M Particles <0.06mm in diameter 
                                                                                                                      (Dallas, 2005) 
 
The operator scores the taxa identified under each biotope group by ticking its presence on 
the s core s heet under  t he appr opriate bi otope. A bundances of  identified t axa are noted 
using a 1 for one specimen present, an ‘A’ for 2-10, a ‘B’ for 10-100, a ‘C’ for 100-1 000 and 
finally a ‘D’ for >1 000 specimens. SASS5 scores can be produced on-site or preserved for 
laboratory anal ysis (Dickens and G raham, 2002). The system m akes use of  three i ndices 
namely the SASS5 score, number of taxa (No. Taxa) and average score per taxa (ASPT). 
The SASS5 score is calculated by totalling the individual scores assigned to the respective 
invertebrate families, w ithout duplication if t he family occurs at  two or more biotopes. The 
number of taxa is the total number of different families collected which is used to calculate 
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the A SPT by di viding t he S ASS5 score by  t he number o f taxa. For taxa that r equire t he 
number o f species t o be r ecorded ( Baetidae and Hydropsychidae), t he t otal c olumn m ust 
only show the total number of species per site, e.g. a single species A may be present in the 
Veg bi otope and s ingle s pecies B  m ay be pr esent S IC and t he S OC bi otope, t he t otal 
column must reflect two species without duplication if the species was present in more than 
one biotope (Appendix B) (Dickens and Graham, 2002). 
 
Invertebrates were collected in accordance with the SASS5 protocol (Dickens and Graham, 
2002) at available biotopes, for each site. A standard SASS5 net of 30 x 30 cm with a 1 000 
µm m esh was us ed al ong w ith w aders and a stopwatch. A t pol luted sites w here f aecal 
contamination was prevalent, face masks, gloves, goggles and ear plugs were used to avoid 
contact with water. Stones in current (SIC) were sampled for two to five minutes and stones 
out o f current ( SOOC) and bedr ock were sampled for one  minute. The ‘kick m ethod’ was 
used t o under take t his s ampling, w hereby t he net  i s pl aced do wnstream o f t he field 
technician’s feet and the substrata disturbed dislodging invertebrates and allowing them to 
flow into the net. Two metres of marginal vegetation in and out of current was swept and 1m2 
of gravel s and and mud w as swept and s tirred. S ASS5 s amples w ere t aken i n c lose 
proximity to water quality samples to ensure accurate representation of the water quality 
conditions under which invertebrates occurred. Samples from the three biotope groups 
(stones, vegetation and GSM) were analysed and scored on the SASS score sheet 
(Appendix B). 
 
3.6. IHAS: Invertebrate Habitat Assessment System 
A habitat assessment evaluates a s et of variables which collectively make-up conditions in 
which invertebrates can exist. Invertebrates have evolved to survive in a particular suite of 
conditions m aking i t es sential t o as sess t he qual ity, di versity and a vailability of  a quatic 
habitats when making deductions regarding aquatic invertebrate communities (Kleynhans et 
al., 2005). IHAS is a habitat assessment technique developed by McMillan (1998) used to 
collect habitat information when sampling aquatic invertebrates. IHAS assesses the SASS5 
biotopes s ampled and t he det ails t hereof and i s r epresented as  a s core or  per centage 
(Dallas, 2005). It has been recognised that IHAS (McMillan, 1998) does require refinement; 
however as an i nterim measure it has been modified for continued use ( Kleynhans et al., 
2005; Dallas, 2005). Data gathered regarding invertebrate communities (i.e. SASS5 scores) 
were interpreted i n c onjunction w ith I HAS r esults t o ac count for c hanges or  di fferences 
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brought abou t by  c hanges i n t he aquatic habi tat (Thirion, 2007). IHAS score s heets were 
filled out on-site following the collection of the SASS5 samples. IHAS scores the availability, 
diversity and quality of the SASS5 site sampled based on the biotopes sampled. It was 
however ensured t hat during t he s ite selection, sites r epresented al l t hree biotope g roups 
(stones, veg, GSM), at each site and every sample period to ensure consistency and 
comparability across sites.  
 
3.7. Statistical analysis 
Multivariate techniques were chosen to analyze the data due to the size of  the dataset and 
the i nterrelatedness o f t he variables. “The multivariate t reatment o f da ta i s w idely used t o 
characterise and ev aluate s urface and  freshwater quality and i t i s us eful f or ev idencing 
temporal and s patial v ariations c aused by  na tural and ant hropogenic f actors l inked t o 
seasonality” (Singh et al., 2004: 3981). 
 
3.7.1. Principle component analysis 
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate analysis technique applied to large data 
sets with numerous interrelated variables with the goal of extracting key information from the 
data s et, while c reating new or thogonal values known as  pr inciple c omponents (Abdi and 
Williams, 2010). Thus, the di mensionality o f the dat a set i s r educed while r etaining a 
maximum am ount o f v ariability within t he dat a set ( Singh et a l., 2004). T hese a re t hen 
displayed as a pat tern of similarity in the variables as points on a graph (Abdi and Williams, 
2010). 
 
Physical and c hemical data s ets w ere l og10 transformed t o reduce s kewness as  not  al l 
variables represented normal distributions. pH, dissolved oxygen and t emperature were not 
log transformed as these variables displayed a normal distribution. A standardised PCA was 
performed on all physical and chemical water quality variables. Invertebrate data including 
SASS5 score, number of taxa and A SPT and E. coli data were represented along the PC1 




3.7.2. Non-metric multidimensional scaling 
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMS)  is  a  method  of  data  analysis that  constructs  
a spatial  representation of  a  set  of  elements  on  the  basis of  a  table  of 'proximities' that  
define  t he  r elations between  the  el ements (Young et al., 1995). NMS was conducted on 
invertebrate pr esence/absence dat a bas ed on  Sørensen’s distance m etric to g enerate 
dissimilarities between sites. Sites representing close spatial proximity are regarded as 
similar in  taxa composition ( Laurance et al ., 2002). NMS was e xecuted us ing Canoco 4.5 
and Canocodraw 4.1 software (ter Braak and Šmilauer, 1997). 
 
3.7.3. Cluster analysis 
Cluster analysis is a broad term collectively given to a number of techniques used to create 
classification w ithin a d ataset by  em pirically f orming gr oups (clusters) of  s imilar ent ities 
(Aldendefer and  B lashfield, 1984). The dataset is summarised into a set of groups while 
retaining important patters in s imilarity and dissimilarity (Everitt et al., 2011). Hierarchical 
algorithmic c lustering p roduces a graphical out put known as  a  dendr ogram i llustrating t he 
underlying g rouping o f patterns, w hile i llustrating the s imilarity l evels a t w hich g roupings 
differ (Abonyi and Fei l, 2007). Agglomerative c luster dend rogram ( using av erage l inking 
algorithm) bas ed on S ørensen’s di stance for presence o f families w as under taken o n 
invertebrate da ta bas ed on t heir p resence at eac h s ite. The Agglomerative c luster 
dendrogram was produced using PRIMER 6 (PRIMER, 2009). 
 
3.8. Water quality and SASS5 interpretation guidelines 
Water quality variables were analysed in terms of ‘Target water quality ranges’ set out by the 
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF, 1996a). SASS5 data were compared to 
reference conditions in the relevant ecoregion as set out by Dallas (2007) in South African 
scoring system (SASS) data interpretation guidelines. The s tudy area fell within the South 
Eastern U plands-Lower ec oregion, which w as us ed for i nterpretation (Figure 3. 6).  
Interpretation makes use of  a SASS5 score and the ASPT, whereby if either of the metrics 





                                                                                                                   (Dallas, 2007)
Figure 3.6: Reference conditions for South East Uplands - Lower
Table 3.8: Ecological categories for interpreting SASS5 data
Ecological Category Ecological Category Name Description
A Natural Unmodified natural
B Good Largely natural with few 
modifications
C Fair Moderately modified
D Poor Largely modified








Nutrient data refers to nitrogen and phosphorus compounds measured and used to calculate 
nitrogen to phosphorus ratios and nutrient loads entering Midmar Dam. 
 
3.9.1. Nitrogen to phosphorus ratios 
By calculating t he ni trogen: phosphorus (N: P ) ratios, i t could be  es tablished which of  t he 
nutrient c ompounds w ere t he l imiting nutrients i n t he r espective s ystems and  this c ould 
provide insight into the potential concern of eutrophication. From a eutrophication 
perspective, phosphorus limitation (N: P of 25-40: 1) is desirable whereas nitrogen limitation 
(N: P of > 10:1) is of increasing eutrophication concern (DWAF, 1996a; Van Ginkel, 2002). 
Mean total nitrogen and mean total phosphorus concentrations over the five sample periods 
were used for calculating the overall N: P ratios for the three systems for the study period. 
 
3.9.2. Nutrient loading 
Nutrient l oads at  M idmar i nflow s ites were calculated us ing s imulated s tream flow data 
generated by Warburton et al., (2010). Simulated flow data did not cover the sample period 
(2010 - 2011) therefore simulated mean daily flow (M3/day) from 1990 - 1999 was calculated 
and c onverted to litres per day. Mean nutrient c oncentrations f or ammonia (NH3), nitrate 
(NO3), total phosphorus (TP) and s oluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) were standardised to 
milligrams per litre (mg/ℓ) and multiplied by mean daily flow (ℓ/day) to generate daily nutrient 
loading. Daily l oads were m ultiplied by  365 and  converted t o kilograms (kg’s) to generate 
nutrient loads (kg/annum). Loads were analysed per catchment and assessed based on land 
use and load per hectare (ha). 
 
Simulated flow dat a for t he K hayalisha sub-catchment w as unav ailable and f low was 
generated based on the simulated flow of the Mthinzima and Gqishi sub-catchments, by 
means o f c alculating a f actor us ing c atchment size and  s imulated f low, which c ould be  
applied t o t he K hayalisha s ub-catchment. T he f actor c alculated for c atchment s ize and  
simulated flow for the Mthinzima and Gqishi were comparable and thus a mean between the 





The upper uMngeni catchment drains into Midmar Dam, a principle water resource supplying 
water to the uMgungundlovu, Msunduzi and eThekwini municipal areas. The resource is 
under pressure from domestic demand which is projected to increase. The three researched 
sub-catchments all drain into Midmar Dam and are characterised by land uses, ranging from 
natural t o ur ban, forestry and agr iculture. Study s ites w ere s trategically located in t he 
respective sub-catchments to isolate pollution zones and suggest sources of inputs from 
land-based activities. Physical, c hemical and biological water q uality parameters w ere 
assessed al ongside t he us e of  S ASS5 t o und erstand the dr ivers o f water q uality i n t he 
respective s ystems. Nitrogen t o phosphorus ratios and nu trient l oads were calculated t o 
assess the eut rophication v ulnerability of  Midmar Da m. The multi-metric approach to 
analysis and interpretation included various methods of displaying and pr esenting data, to 
generate a broad understanding of the water quality and r elated ecosystem effects of land-








The c hapter presents graphical s ummaries of the physical and c hemical water q uality 
variables and an overview of trends (section 4.2) using mean values over the five sampling 
periods to i llustrate t rends between s ites (Appendix C). Data for lower Khayalisha (LK) on 
May 2011 are not available due to logistical reasons and m eans were calculated excluding 
this dat a. Seasonal b iological w ater q uality ( E. c oli) ( section 4. 3), macroinvertebrate data 
and t he S ASS5 related i ndices (SASS5 score, n umber of t axa and A SPT) a re pr esented 
(section 4.4). Following the descriptive section, multivariate results are presented in bo th 
graphical and t abular form, including physical-chemical principle component analysis (PCA) 
and sites seasonal trajectories along the PCA (section 4.4.1). SASS5 score, number of taxa, 
ASPT a nd E. coli are displayed al ong t he P C1 axis to as sess their r elationships (section 
4.5.2 and 4.5.3). Seasonal trajectories from the non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMS) 
for macroinvertebrate families are presented along with the prevalence of families across the 
NMS plot as are SASS5 scores, number of taxa, ASPT, E. coli and PC1 and P C2 (section 
4.5.3). Agglomerative cluster dend rogram results ar e displayed i llustrating similarity a nd 
dissimilarity in macroinvertebrate family composition across all sites (section 4.5.3). Nutrient 
results a re pr esented i llustrating ni trogen to ph osphorus r atios ( section 4. 6.1) followed by  
nutrient load results produced by each sub-catchment (section 4.6.2).  
 
4.2. Physical and chemical water quality 
Summary gr aphs are p resented bel ow (Figure 4. 2; 4. 3) for al l s ites ( Figure 4 .1) with 
associated dat a in A ppendix C. Trends i n s imilarity a nd d issimilarity a cross a ll s ites a re 
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Figure 4.2: Seasonal physical and chemical variables, NH3, TP and SRP in log-scale 


































































































Seasonal SRP  
 25/10/2010   22/12/2010   15/03/2011   23/05/2011   14/07/2011 
UM -Upper Mthinzima
MM -Middle Mthinzima
M-Trib - Mthinzima tributary
LM - Lower Mthinzima
LK - Lower Khayalisha
UG - Upper Gqishi
MG - Middle Gqishi
G-Trib - Gqishi Tributary


















































































































































 25/10/2010   22/12/2010   15/03/2011   23/05/2011   14/07/2011 
UM -Upper Mthinzima
MM -Middle Mthinzima
M-Trib - Mthinzima tributary
LM - Lower Mthinzima
LK - Lower Khayalisha
UG - Upper Gqishi
MG - Middle Gqishi
G-Trib - Gqishi Tributary










































4.2.1. Ammonia (NH3) 
NH3 concentrations in the Mthinzima were lowest upstream of Mpophomeni at  UM (mean 
0.14 mg N /ℓ) wi th elevated concentrations downstream a t MM and M-trib ( mean 6.60 and 
8.06 mg N/ℓ respectively), with similar NH3 trends across all seasons. NH3 concentrations at 
LM (Midmar inflow) were lower than those at MM and M-trib yet still substantially elevated 
(mean 2.30 mg N/ℓ). NH3 concentrations at LK were relatively low (mean 0.17 mg N/ℓ) with 
concentrations m arginally hi gher t han U M a nd U G (mean 0.14 a nd 0. 15 m g N /ℓ 
respectively). UG , located i n f orestry, had  low c oncentrations w ith hi gher c oncentrations 
present at MG (mean 0.37 mg N/ℓ) where agriculture begins. The hi ghest concentrations in 
the Gqishi system were present at G-trib and LG (mean 0.48 and 0.20 mg N/ℓ respectively) 
which drain dense commercial agriculture (Figure 4.2; Appendix C). NH3 should typically be 
> 0.1 mg N/ℓ (DWAF, 1996a) making UM, UG, LK marginally above this level. MG, G -trib 
and LG were in excess of 0.1 mg N/ℓ however not as severe as the excess at MM, M-trib 
and LM. 
 
4.2.2. Nitrite (NO2) 
Nitrite t rends were relatively homogenous across al l s ites and s easons with U M, L M, LK , 
UG, MG, G-trib, LG representing mean concentrations ranging between 0.05 – 0.18 mg N/ℓ, 
with sites below Mpophomeni (MM and M-trib) having the highest mean concentrations of 
0.23 and 0.74mg N/ℓ respectively (Figure 4.2; Appendix C).  
 
4.2.3. Nitrate (NO3) 
Nitrate concentrations in the Mthinzima were lowest upstream of Mpophomeni at UM (mean 
0.85 mg N/ℓ) w ith elevated concentrations downstream o f Mpophomeni at MM, M-trib and 
LM ( mean 2.02, 1 .32 and 2. 66 m g N /ℓ respectively). U M demonstrated little s easonal 
variation i n NO3 concentrations whereas MM an d M-trib show large seasonal fluctuations. 
Concentrations at  LK  w ere the lowest ac ross al l s ites with a  mean of  0.20mg N /ℓ. In the 
Gqishi catchment, similar concentrations exist at UG and MG (mean 0.47 and 0.43mg N/ℓ 
respectively) and the same similarity exists between G-trib and LG (mean 1.16 and 1.14mg 




LK, UG and MG had mean concentrations representative of oligotrophic concentrations (< 
0.5 m g N /ℓ), UM , M M, M-trib, G -trib and LG  h ad mean c oncentrations r epresentative o f 
mesotrophic concentrations (0.5 – 2.5 mg N/ℓ), although UM falls on the lower end of  these 
ranges. LM  ( Midmar i nflow) i s r epresentative of  eu trophic c oncentrations ( >2.5 m g N /ℓ) 
(DWAF, 1996a).  
 
4.2.4. Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen concentrations at  U M, LK , U G, MG, G -trib and LG  were relatively 
uniform with seasonal means, ranging from 1.44 to 1.88 mg N/ℓ. The highest concentrations 
were present at MM and M-trib (mean 8.90 and 13.98mg N/ℓ respectively) followed by LM 
(mean 3.03mg N/ℓ). MM and M-trib boast large seasonal fluctuations in comparison to the 
remainder of the sites (Figure 4.2; Appendix C). 
 
4.2.5. Total Phosphorus (TP)  
TP concentrations in the Mthinzima were lowest upstream of Mpophomeni at UM (mean 21 
µg P /ℓ) wit h elevated concentrations downstream o f t he s ettlement a t MM, M-trib and L M 
(mean 751, 1264 and 399 µg P/ℓ respectively). LK, UG and MG all represent concentrations 
within a s imilar r ange with m eans of 42,  31  and 28  µg P /ℓ respectively. G -trib and LG , 
located in high density agricultural areas were substantially higher (mean 181 and 68 µg P/ℓ 
respectively), with the highest concentrations in the Gqishi system (Figure 4.2; Appendix C). 
 
4.2.6. Soluble Reactive Phosphorus (SRP)  
SRP trends were similar to those of TP as SRP forms a portion of TP. Concentrations in the 
Mthinzima were lowest at UM (mean 3.6 µg P/ℓ) with elevated concentrations downstream of 
Mpophomeni at MM, M-trib and LM (mean 536, 772 and 228 µg P/ℓ respectively). LK, UG 
and MG represent concentrations within a s imilar range with seasonal means of  4.05, 7.14 
and 4. 61 µg P /ℓ respectively. G -trib and L G, draining t he hi ghest dens ity c ultivated ar eas 
were substantially higher (mean 47.06 and 16.13 µg P/ℓ respectively), boasting the highest 
concentration in the Gqishi system (Figure 4.2; Appendix C). Mean concentrations at UM, LK 
and MG are considered oligotrophic (< 5 µg P/ℓ), UG and LG had mean concentrations 
representative of mesotrophic concentrations (5 – 25 µg P /ℓ) although UG marginally falls 
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within this category (DWAF, 1996a). LM (Mthinzima Midmar inflow) and G-trib (commercial 
agriculture) were representative of eutrophic concentrations (25 – 250 µg P/ℓ) whereas sites 
downstream o f M pophomeni ( MM and  M-trib) were representative of  h ypertrophic 
concentrations (> 250 µg P/ℓ) (DWAF, 1996a). 
 
4.2.7. Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 
Total or ganic c arbon concentrations w ere lowest ups tream o f M pophomeni ( UM) and i n 
areas under f orestry (UG) (mean 1.50 and 2.95 mg C/ℓ respectively), with the highest 
concentrations downstream of Mpophomeni at MM and M-trib (mean 7.38 and 8. 97 mg C/ℓ 
respectively). LM and LK had similar concentrations (mean 5.64 and 5.64 mg C/ℓ 
respectively), with MG, G-trib and LG (mean 3.45, 3.41 and 4.12 mg C/ℓ respectively) falling 
within the middle range. In g eneral, sites in t he Mthinzima, downstream of Mpophomeni, 




The range of pH values for all sites and seasons are 6.56 – 8.01; however these values do 
not represent the general trends of pH values with means per site ranging from 7.23 – 7.63 
(Figure 4.3; Appendix C).  
 
4.2.9. Suspended Solids (SS) 
Suspended solids concentrations were seasonally variable ac ross a ll s ites; however m ost 
variability e xists a t G -trib and LG , where t he h ighest m ean SS c oncentrations occurred 
(mean 43.60 and 40 .28 m g/ℓ respectively). T his was followed by  LK , M -trib, M M and LM  
(mean 19.20, 22.28, 29.04 and 30.44 mg/ℓ respectively), with UM, UG and MG measuring 
the lowest seasonal averages (mean 7.52, 11.84 and 11.04 mg/ℓ respectively) (Figure 4.3; 
Appendix C). Although large variation occurs between sites and seasons, all sites fell within 





4.2.10. Water Temperature 
The most prominent trend is the temperature changes in conjunction with seasonal change. 
For the most part, the seasonal trends were homogeneous with a f ew exceptions, whereby 
the t ime of sampling a nd t he prevailing w eather c onditions w as the c ause. Mean w ater 
temperatures across al l s ites reached t heir hi ghest in D ecember 2010  and March 2011 
(mean 20.5 and 21°C respectively) with lowest temperatures being experienced in July 2011 
(mean 8.6 °C) (Figure 4.3; Appendix C).  
 
4.2.11. Dissolved Oxygen (DO) 
Dissolved oxygen concentrations were high with mean saturation levels at UM, LK, UG, MG, 
G-trib and LG of 87%, 79%, 98%, 84%, 90% and 87% respectively. The lowest saturation 
levels were present downstream of Mpophomeni at MM, M-trib and LM (mean 68, 58 and 68 
% respectively) (Figure 4.3; Appendix C). T he Gqishi system is well-oxygenated in 
comparison to the Mthinzima, with the exception of UM. UM, LK, UG, MG, G-trib and LG had 
mean DO saturations of 80% and above, all within target water quality ranges, whereas MM, 
M-trib and L M are al l below target water quality ranges and long term exposure can prove 
harmful to aquatic biota (DWAF, 1996a). 
 
4.2.12. Conductivity 
The lowest conductivity readings were recorded at UM and UG (mean 7.02 and 8.56 mS/m 
respectively), followed by G-trib, LG, MG and LK (mean 10.40, 12.40, 13.62 and 14.8 mS/m 
respectively). The highest readings and seasonal variability were present downstream of 
Mpophomeni at MM, M-trib and LM (mean 26.82, 30.32, 20.42 mS/m respectively) (Figure 
4.3; Appendix C).  
 
4.3. Biological water quality 
4.3.1. Escherichia coli 
E. coli counts were highly variable across seasons. UM, UG and LK  had the lowest E. coli 
counts (mean 319, 246 and 236 counts/100mℓ respectively), followed by that of MG, LG and 
G-trib (mean 500, 543 and 663 counts/100mℓ respectively). Concentrations downstream of 
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Mpophomeni at MM, M-trib and LM were the highest with means of 318 606, 294 259 and 26 
269 counts/100mℓ respectively. M M and M-trib both r eached maximums o f 816 000
counts/100mℓ with L M reaching a m aximum o f 126 000 counts/100mℓ, al though LM ’s 
maximum was somewhat of an outlier as the next highest E. coli count recorded at LM was 1
960 counts/100mℓ. In comparison t o t he high maximums r ecorded a t MM, M-trib and LM , 
collectively, the remainder of the sites E. coli counts did not exceed 1 380 counts/100mℓ over
all seasons. Majority (67%) of sites reached maximum E. coli counts in October (LK, G-trib 
and LG) and December (MM, M-trib and LM ), with the remaining sites reaching maximums 
in March (UM and UG) and May (MG) (Figure 4.4; Appendix C). 
Figure 4.4: Seasonal E. coli counts, DWA target water quality range indicated (graph 
in log scale due to data range)
MM, M-trib and L M were consistently in excess of target water quality ranges and although 
the remaining sites did exceed target water quality ranges in some instances, the risks are 
less severe (DWAF, 1996b) (Figure 4.4; Table 2.7). The target water quality range is for that 
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4.4. Aquatic macroinvertebrates 
During t he sample per iod a t otal of  56  different taxa were collected f rom al l s ites over al l 
seasons (Table 4.1; Appendix D). UM, UG, MG and LG had the highest total number of taxa 
over al l seasons with 38, 39 , 38 and 35  taxa respectively. MM and L M have substantially 
lower total number of taxa over all seasons (17 each). 
 
Table 4.1: Macroinvertebrate families and associated SASS5 sensitivity scores for all 
sites and seasons (figures refer to frequency of occurrence of families out of a total of 
five sampling periods) 
Group/Order Family SASS5 sensitivity UM MM LM UG MG LG 
Turbellaria  
3 0 2 2 3 2 4 
Annelida Oligochaeta 1 2 3 5 4 1 4 
 Hirudinea 
3 0 2 5 2 0 4 
Crustacea Potamonautidae 3 5 0 5 4 4 3 
 Atyidae 
8 5 1 5 5 5 5 
Hydracarina  
8 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Plecoptera Perilidae 12 4 0 0 5 0 1 
Ephemeroptera Baetidae 4 5 2 3 5 5 5 
 Caenidae 
6 5 0 0 4 4 5 
 Leptophlebiidae 
9 3 0 0 4 5 3 
 Polymitarcyidae 
10 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 Tricorythidae 
9 5 0 0 4 3 3 
Odonata Chlorolestidae 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 
 Coenagrionidae 
4 5 1 1 4 4 3 
 Protoneuridia 
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 
 Aeshnidae 
8 5 1 1 4 4 5 
 Corduliidae 
8 0 0 0 0 1 0 
 Gomiphidae 
6 1 1 0 4 1 1 
Lepidoptera Pyralidae 12 2 0 1 5 1 1 
Hemiptera Corixidae 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 
 Gerridae 
3 3 0 0 3 2 2 
 Naucoridae 
7 5 0 0 5 3 5 
 Nepidae 
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 
 Notonectidae 
3 4 0 0 0 0 0 
 Pleidae 
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 Veliidae 
5 1 0 0 2 3 2 
Trichoptera Ecnomidae 8 1 0 0 0 1 0 
 Hydropsychidae 
4 5 0 0 5 5 5 
 Philopotamidae 
10 1 0 0 0 1 0 
 Psychomyiidae 




6 1 0 0 1 0 0 
 Leptoceridae 
6 0 0 0 2 2 3 
 Sericostomatidae 
13 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Coleoptera Dytiscidae 5 0 0 2 0 1 3 
 Elmidae/Dryopidae 
8 3 0 0 5 4 5 
 Gyrinidae 
5 5 1 0 5 5 5 
 Helodidae 
12 0 0 0 2 1 0 
 Hydraenidae 
8 0 0 0 1 1 1 
 Hydrophilidae 
5 1 2 0 2 4 3 
 Psephenidae 
10 5 0 0 5 1 0 
Diptera Athericidae 10 2 0 0 4 0 1 
 Chironomidae 
2 3 5 5 4 3 2 
 Culicidae 
1 2 3 1 0 2 0 
 Dixidae 
10 1 0 0 1 0 0 
 Muscidae 
1 1 1 2 1 1 2 
 Psychodidae 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
 Simulidae 
5 3 3 3 1 3 3 
 Tabanidae 
5 2 0 0 5 4 0 
 Tipulidae 
5 4 0 0 4 5 1 
Gastropoda Ancylidae 6 3 2 0 4 2 3 
 Lymnaeidae 
3 0 0 0 1 0 0 
 Physidae 
3 0 5 3 1 3 2 
Plectropoda Corbiculidae 5 2 0 0 1 2 5 
 Sphaeriidae 
3 1 0 0 2 0 0 
 Unionidae 
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 





















UM, ups tream o f M pophomeni, and U G, located i n forestry, recorded the highest m ean 
SASS5 scores for all seasons (mean 139.8 and 165 respectively), followed by MG and LG  
(116 and 119.6 respectively), with the lowest scores present at M M and LM ( 25 and 34 
respectively). N umber of  taxa c ollected at  U M, U G, M G and  LG  for all s easons r ange 
between 18 – 29, w ith a substantially l ower range recorded at  M M an d LM  ( 3 and 13 ). 
Average score per t axa (ASPT) is a function of the SASS5 score and the number o f t axa 
(SASS5 ÷ number of taxa). The highest mean ASPT were present at UM and UG (6.48 and 
6.41 respectively) f ollowed by  MG and LG  ( 5.72 and 5. 60 respectively), w ith t he l owest 




Figure 4.5: SASS5, No. Taxa and ASPT for all sites and seasons (1-25/10/2010,




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4.2. SASS data interpretation guidelines 
According to the South African Scoring System data interpretation guidelines (Dallas, 2007), 
UM (upstream o f M pophomeni) and U G (forestry) were in t he bes t ec ological c ondition, 
followed by MG and LG and finally MM and LM. On average, UM and UG fell under 
ecological category B , classified as ‘largely natural w ith few m odifications’. UG tends 
towards the upper  ex tent o f t he category and 60% o f t he sample per iods fell under  
ecological category A, classified by ‘unmodified natural’ conditions. On average MG and LG 
fell under  ec ological c ategory C , c lassified b y ‘moderately m odified’ conditions. Sites 
downstream of Mpophomeni (MM and LM) fell under ecological category E/F classified by 
‘seriously/critically modified’ conditions. UM was consistent, falling under category B 60% of 
the sample per iods, w hereas t he r emaining s ites w ere m ore v ariable. SASS5 i ndices di d 
increase downstream o f M pophomeni in May and J uly, however remained i n t he 
‘seriously/critically modified’ category for all sample periods. Sites located in agriculture (MG 
and LG) were represented by the greatest seasonal variation in ecological condition based 
on t he SASS5 indices, evident b y t he r ange o f ecological categories from ‘good’ t o ‘ poor’ 
during the five sample periods at both MG and LG (Table 4.2). 
 
4.4.3. IHAS: Invertebrate Habitat Assessment System 
IHAS results do not yield significant differences in habitat scores across sites, as sites were 
selected and s ampled based on their similarity and c omparability to other sites. As a result 
habitat scores based on the IHAS were similar (65 - 75%) and could not form the basis for 
explaining di fferences in invertebrate family composition or  SASS5 related indices. This is  
not necessarily due to inefficiencies in the system itself but rather to specific site selection, 
whereby sites were representative of similar biotope availability, diversity and quality. 
Differences in invertebrate family composition and SASS5 related scores could therefore be 




Table 4.2: Ecological condition (Dallas, 2007) of all sites and seasons based on 
SASS5 score and ASPT 






25/10/2010 18 124 6.89 B Good 
 
20/12/2010 20 126 6.3 C Fair 
UM 15/03/2011 25 165 6.6 B Good 
 
23/05/2011 24 157 6.54 B Good 
  14/07/2011 21 127 6.05 C Fair 
 
25/10/2010 3 8 2.6 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
 
20/12/2010 6 20 3.33 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
MM 15/03/2011 5 15 3 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
 
23/05/2011 12 43 3.58 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
  14/07/2011 13 37 2.85 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
 
25/10/2010 7 20 2.86 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
 
20/12/2010 8 28 3.5 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
LM 15/03/2011 8 29 3.63 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
 
23/05/2011 13 50 3.85 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
  14/07/2011 11 45 4.09 E/F Seriously/critically modified 
 
25/10/2010 28 176 6.29 A Natural 
 
20/12/2010 23 134 5.83 C Fair 
UG 15/03/2011 29 178 6.14 A Natural 
 
23/05/2011 25 158 6.32 B Good 
  14/07/2011 24 179 7.46 A Natural 
 
25/10/2010 19 115 6.05 C Fair 
 
20/12/2010 24 146 6.08 B Good 
MG 15/03/2011 19 108 5.68 D Poor 
 
23/05/2011 21 121 5.76 C Fair 
  14/07/2011 18 91 5.05 D Poor 
 
25/10/2010 20 116 5.8 C Fair 
 
20/12/2010 24 131 5.45 C Fair 
LG 15/03/2011 23 137 5.96 C Fair 
 
23/05/2011 22 107 4.86 D Poor 
  14/07/2011 18 107 5.94 D Poor 
 
4.5. Multivariate analysis 
Multivariate anal ysis extracts key i nformation and r epresents maximum v ariability in t he 




4.5.1. Physical and chemical variables
The principle component analysis (PCA) of all physical and chemical variables revealed that 
52.2% of all variability across all sites occurred along the first axis (PC1) with 11.9%, 10.3% 
and 8. 8% occurring on P C2, P C3 and P C4 respectively. P C1 and P C2 account f or the 
majority (64.1%) of the variation in the dataset and will be the basis for analysis (Figure 4.6).
 
Figure 4.6: Plot of all physical and chemical parameters along the first two axes of a 
standardised Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
NH3, NO2, NO3, TKN, SRP, TP, TOC, COND, SS and TEMP all made positive contributions 
towards P C1, w ith onl y pH  and D O hav ing ne gative c ontributions. TOC, C OND, S S, p H, 
TEMP and DO made positive contributions to PC2, whereas NH3, NO2, NO3, TKN, SRP and 
TP contribute negatively to PC2. PC1 can be v iewed as a pol lution gradient whereby water 
quality det eriorates al ong the P C1 ax is. T his was evident from the i ncreases i n nu trient 
compounds, and t he associated high levels of  other variables. NH3, TKN, SRP, TP, TOC, 
COND and DO account for most variability across PC1 with NO3 and TEMP accounting for 




























TP - Total phosphorus
SRP – Soluble reactive 
phosphorus
TKN - Total Kjeldahl 
nitrogen
TOC – Total organic 
carbon
SS – Suspended solids
DO% – Dissolved 
oxygen
COND – Conductivity




Table 4.3: Correlation matrix of all physical and chemical variables (r values shaded 
significant at P=0.01 using Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation) 
n=44  NH3 NO2 NO3 TKN SRP TP TOC COND SS pH TEMP 
NO2 0.38 
          NO3 0.01 0.09 
         TKN 0.94 0.34 -0.07 
        SRP 0.78 0.13 -0.12 0.9 
       TP 0.76 0.35 -0.01 0.87 0.95 
      TOC 0.74 0.21 -0.15 0.83 0.88 0.85 
     COND 0.88 0.41 0.14 0.84 0.77 0.79 0.82 
    SS 0.11 0 0.23 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.19 0.18 
   pH -0.06 -0.01 0.01 -0.06 -0.21 -0.2 -0.11 -0.14 0.03 
  TEMP 0.33 0.19 -0.06 0.35 0.39 0.43 0.56 0.48 0.3 0.18 
 DO% -0.53 -0.34 -0.44 -0.51 -0.52 -0.6 -0.49 -0.71 -0.2 0.31 -0.36 
 
             A number of significant (p=0.01) positive and negative correlations exist within the dataset 
(shaded i n T able 4. 3) h owever t he s trongest ex ist am ong N H3 TKN, SR P, T P, TOC a nd 
COND (Table 4.3). DO had negative correlations with the majority of the remaining variables 
with the exception of pH, although the strongest negative correlations exist between DO and 
NH3, NO3, TKN, SRP, TP, TOC and COND. TEMP was positively correlated with NH3 TKN, 
SRP, TP, TOC, COND and SS. NO3 had no correlation with any variable with the exception 













Figure 4.7: Site seasonal trajectories along first two axes of a PCA for physical and 
chemical parameters.
Most notable from the sites’ seasonal trajectories was the distinctness of sites downstream 
of Mpophomeni ( MM, M-trib and  LM) f rom t he remainder o f the s ites. MM, M-trib and LM  
were distributed on t he positive end  of  P C1 w here pol lution c oncentrations w ere highest. 
Furthermore, MM and  M-trib show consistency across seasons, following similar seasonal 
trajectories. On the opposite o f t he pol lution g radient, UM and  UG were distributed where 
pollution c oncentrations w ere at t heir l owest r elative pr oportions. LK , MG, G -trib and L G 
occur i n t he mid-ranges w ith G -trib and L G tending m ore towards t he higher end  o f the 
pollution gradient. Temperature and N O3 were responsible for the majority of the seasonal 
variability in the dataset, illustrated by the shift along the PC2 axis (Figure 4.7).
UM MM MT LM



























4.5.2. Escherichia coli (E. coli) 
E. c oli had a pos itive l inear r elationship with P C1, i llustrating th e e ffect o f faecal 
contamination (indicated by E. coli counts) on water quality and the contribution of E. coli to 
PC1 (Figure 4.8). 
 
4.5.3. Macro-invertebrate data 
Number of taxa, SASS5 scores and ASPT displayed a negative linear relationship with PC1, 
indicative of a decline in all three indices along PC1 (pollution gradient) (Figure 4.8). Number 
of t axa, SASS5 s core a nd ASP T had a s trong neg ative c orrelation with P C1 and  E. coli 
(Table 4.4) and are strongly correlated with each other; however this is not significant due to 
the interdependence of the indices. 
 
Table 4.4: Correlations between PC1 and PC2 and biological data (r values shaded 
significant at P=0.01) 
n=30  PC1 PC2 SASS5 No.Taxa ASPT 
PC2 0.075 
    SASS5 -0.844 0.324 
   No.Taxa -0.852 0.279 0.971 
  ASPT -0.848 0.268 0.952 0.882 




































































































Figure 4.9: Site seasonal trajectories for all sites in a non-metric multidimensional 
scaling (NMS) ordination (rotated to maximum variance along horizontal axis by PCA)
based on Sørensen’s distance for the presence and absence of families.
Most not able from t he seasonal t rajectories o f pr esence o f di fferent taxa, was the 
distinctness and seasonal variability in presence of invertebrate families at MM and L M in 
comparison t o the remainder o f t he s ites (Figure 4 .9; 4.10). M M and LM ’s s easonal 
variability was accounted for by declines on both axes from October 2010 to July 2011. The 
remainder of the sites were clustered with UM and UG demonstrating homogeneity and less 
seasonal v ariability t han M G and LG . U pstream o f M pophomeni (UM) and ar eas un der 
forestry (UG) were represented by little variation in family composition whereas MG and LG, 




















Figure 4.10: Trend in the prevalence of taxa (families) across the NMS ordination, taxa
with correlation 0.5<r>-0.5 are not displayed (Table 4.1 for full family names)
MM and L M were distributed on the positive end o f the NMS plot where the most prevalent 
taxa (Nepidae, Physidae, Hirudinea and Oligochaeta) (Figure 4.9; 4.10), are those tolerant of
a w ide r ange o f w ater quality conditions, det ermined by t heir r elative s ensitivity s cores 
(Dickens and Graham, 2002) (Table 4. 1). On the oppos ite end o f the t rajectory, UM, UG, 
MG, and LG  ( though s till variable to s ome degree) were distributed where t axa ar e m ore 
sensitive to poor water quality conditions (Figure 4.10), illustrated by their sensitivity scores 
(Dickens and Graham, 2002). Taxa most prevalent on the positive end of Axis 1 where MM 
and LM  were distributed hav e s ensitivity s cores ranging f rom 1 - 3, whereas t axa m ost 
prevalent on the negative end of Axis 1, where UM, UG, MG and LG were distributed, have

























Table 4.5: Correlations in biological data and water quality variables (PC1 and PC2)
variables with the NMS plot (r values shaded significant at P=0.01)
NMS Axis 1 NMS Axis 2
PC1 0.8301 0.0996
PC2 -0.3218 0.4903
Log E. coli 0.7998 0.1588
SASS5 -0.9268 0.1444
No. Taxa -0.9245 0.0221
ASPT -0.9336 0.1290
Figure 4.11: SASS5, No. Taxa, ASPT, E. coli and water quality variables (PC1 and PC2) 
projected across the NMS plot
UM, UG, MG and LG were distributed towards the negative side of  Axis 1 of  the NMS and
have the highest SASS5 scores (determined by taxa sensitivity scores), number of taxa and 
ASPT, with UM and UG distributed the furthest along the negative side (Figure 4.11). On this 
side o f t he NMS plot, PC1 and E. coli were least prevalent i llustrating better quality water
and t he link bet ween w ater quality and t he S ASS5 i ndices. MM and L M occurred on t he 
positive side of Axis 1 of the NMS and were represented by the highest counts of E. coli and
the highest pollution concentrations, illustrated by the prevalence of PC1 on this side of the 
plot (Figure 4.11).  SASS5, number of taxa and ASPT had strong negative correlations with 













Figure 4.12: Trends in taxa (fitted by locally weighted least-squares regression 
smoother) in SASS5 score across the NMS (1-25/10/2010, 2-22/12/2010, 3-15/03/2011, 
4-23/05/2011, 5-14/07/2011)
SASS5 scores shifted along the NMS plot in conjunction with prevailing pollution conditions. 
A clear gradient emerged whereby MM and LM (downstream of Mpophomeni) occurred on
the pos itive s ide of NMS, where PC1 scores and E. coli counts were highest and S ASS5 
scores were lowest. In the mid-ranges of the SASS5 scores LG was most prevalent with the 
highest scores present at UM and U G. The SASS5 results reinforce those of the physical 
and c hemical PCA r esults, whereby a s imilar pattern e merges, whereby sites bel ow 
Mpophomeni were those m ost a ffected by  poor  water q uality conditions and t herefore the 
lowest SASS5 scores, number of taxa and A SPT (Figure 4.12). The homogeneity between 
the PCA results and the NMS results i llustrates the coincidence between SASS5 data and 







































The cluster dendrogram (Figure 4.13) further illustrates the distinctness in macroinvertebrate 
family composition between sites. The first major grouping distinguishes sites downstream of 
Mpophomeni (MM and L M) as statistically distinct from all remaining sites. Homogeneity in 
invertebrate family composition exists downstream of Mpophomeni, although MM1 and MM3 
were statistically distinct from the remaining MM and LM samples. Further grouping exists 
between MM4, LM4, MM5, LM3 and LM5 and between MM2, LM1 and LM2 (Figure 4.13). 
 
Remaining s ites ( UM, UG, MG and LG), were clustered by a s econd major gr ouping and 
deemed statistically indistinguishable in terms of invertebrate family composition. However, 
within t his grouping s imilarity d id exist bet ween the ups tream s ites ( UM and U G) and t he 
agricultural sites (MG and LG ). All UM and UG (except UG5) samples ar e grouped with 
another grouping among UG5, MG2, LG1, LG4, and LG5. Further groupings between LG2, 
















Figure 4.13: Agglomerative cluster dendrogram based on Sørensen’s distance for presence of families, branches with dotted lines 




4.6.1. Nitrogen: phosphorus ratios 
Nitrogen: phosphorus (N: P) ratios in the Mthinzima were highest upstream of Mpophomeni 
(UM), suggesting phosphorus limitation in these reaches of the stream, a state desirable in 
terms o f eu trophication (DWAF, 1996a). The l owest N : P ratios in the Mthinzima were all 
sites below Mpophomeni which suggests a  system in which nitrogen was increasingly t he 
limiting nutrient, an undesirable state in terms of eutrophication (DWAF, 1996a; Van Ginkel, 
2002) (Table 4.6). 
 
N: P ratios in the Gqishi were highest upstream in forested areas (UG) and in the transition 
from forestry to agriculture (MG), where phosphorus was the limiting nutrient. G-trib draining 
agricultural ar eas had  the l owest N : P  ratios depi cting ni trogen l imitation. A t LG  t he N : P 
ratios were representative of phosphorus limitation (DWAF, 1996a; Van Ginkel, 2002) (Table 
4.6). 





phosphorus (mg/ℓ) N: P ratio 
UM 1.14 0.02 1:57 
MM 8.85 0.75 1:12 
M-Trib 10.13 1.26 1:8 
LM 5.14 0.4 1:13 
LK 0.54 0.04 1:14 
UG 0.76 0.03 1:25 
MG 0.94 0.03 1:33 
G-Trib 1.69 0.18 1:9 
LG 1.48 0.07 1:21 
 
4.6.2. Nutrient loading 
Results i nclude nut rient l oads ( kg/annum) and  nut rient l oads per  he ctare ( kg/annum) 




4.6.2.1. Nutrient loads  
Ammonia (NH3) loads entering Midmar from the Mthinzima system were the highest among 
the three sub-catchments (4 602 kg/annum), followed by the Gqishi (1 406 kg/annum) and 
the Khayalisha system (206 kg/annum). NO3 loads were highest in the Gqishi system (7 998 
kg/annum) followed by the Mthinzima (5 331 kg/annum) and the Khayalisha systems (245 
kg/annum) (Table 4.7; Figure 4.14). 
 
Phosphorus loads entering Midmar were highest from the Mthinzima (TP – 800 and S RP – 
455 kg/annum), followed by the Gqishi system (TP – 480 and SRP – 113 kg/annum), with 
the lowest loads emanating from the Khayalisha system (TP – 51 and SRP – 5 kg/annum). 
The Mthinzima s ub-catchment g enerated the highest t otal nut rient l oads ( phosphorus and 
nitrogen) of t he t hree s ub-catchments, as a result o f the Mpophomeni s ettlement an d 
associated effluent inputs (Table 4.7; Figure 4.14). 
 
Table 4.7: Nutrient loading from Mthinzima, Gqishi and Khayalisha sub-catchments 
  LM LG LK 
Mean daily 
flow (ℓ /day)  5482391 19254005 3320588 
   Catchment 
size (ha)      1779 6048 1060 
       
 kg/annum kg/ha/annum kg/annum kg/ha/annum kg/annum kg/ha/annum 
NH3 4602.47 2.60 1405.54 0.23 206.04 0.19 
NO3 5330.86 3.00 7997.54 1.32 244.89 0.23 
TP 800.24 0.45 480.02 0.08 51.15 0.05 
SRP 455.43 0.26 113.34 0.02 4.90 0.005 





Figure 4.14: Nitrogen and Phosphorus loading at Midmar inflow sites (kg/annum)
(graph scales differ)
4.6.2.2. Nutrient loads per hectare
The highest nitrogen loads per hectare emanated from the Mthinzima sub-catchment (NH3 -
2.6 and NO3 - 3 kg/ha/annum), where urban development is prominent, whereas the Gqishi 
and Khayalisha sub-catchments were similar, with the exception of NO3 loads in the Gqishi 
which we re higher ( NO3 – 1.32 kg/ha/annum) (Table 4. 7; Figure 4 .15). Phosphorus w as
highest i n t he M thinzima ( TP – 0.45 and SRP – 0.26 kg/ha/annum), w hile t he l oads per  
hectare emanating from the Gqishi and Khayalisha were similar, with marginally higher loads 
from the Gqishi sub-catchment (Table 4.7; Figure 4.15). 
























































































































There are distinct differences between water qual ity drivers in the three sub-catchments. 
Most notable f rom t he s uite o f phy sical, chemical and bi ological parameters w as the 
predominance o f nut rient ( nitrogen and phos phorus c ompounds) i nputs i nto t he s ystems 
from different s ources. The concentrations of other parameters reinforce the presence of 
anthropogenic nutrient inputs, which deserve discussion in the chapter that follows. Both the 
Mthinzima and t he Gqishi sub-catchments display a decline in water quality f rom upstream 
to downstream sites. In t he M thinzima sub-catchment the magnitude of E. c oli counts 
downstream o f M pophomeni poi nt t owards substantial faecal c ontamination o f t he 
waterways, s ubsequently nut rient c ompounds and ot her w ater quality par ameters a re 
elevated. In t he G qishi sub-catchment the de cline of  w ater quality c oincides w ith t he 
prevalence of commercial agricultural, with increases in nutrient and ot her compounds, yet 
not t o the s ame ex tent i n t he Mthinzima s ub-catchment. The S ASS5 i ndices i n bot h s ub-
catchments r espond ac cording to w ater q uality t rends, w ith dec lines dow nstream o f 
Mpophomeni and in areas of commercial agriculture.  
 
The pr inciple c omponent anal ysis provides a c lear pol lution g radient ( PC1) whereby sites 
downstream of Mpophomeni were distributed on the positive side of the pollution gradient, 
and the site upstream of Mpophomeni and the site in forestry occurred on the opposite side 
of the pollution gradient. Sites in commercial agriculture were distributed in the mid-ranges of 
the pollution g radient, although t ending towards t he ne gative s ide as a r esult o f pol lution 
inputs. All SASS5 indices were at  their lowest on t he positive side of  the pollution gradient 
illustrating the link between SASS5 indices and water quality. 
 
The non -metric m ultidimensional s caling (NMS) o f i nvertebrate families i llustrated t he 
distinctness in family composition at sites downstream of Mpophomeni, comprised primarily 
of t olerant taxa. The r emaining s ites, al though v ariable, w ere r epresented by  i ncreased 
family di versity and  less tolerant taxa. The cluster dendrogram further illustrates the 
distinctness i n i nvertebrate family c omposition at  s ites dow nstream o f Mpophomeni. T he 
most no table t rend i n t he nitrogen t o phosphorus ratios w as the pr evalence o f ni trogen 
limitation at sites downstream of Mpophomeni, whilst the nutrient loads from the Mthinzima 








This chapter focuses on t he water quality and S ASS5 trends of t he three sub-catchments 
and pr esents pos sible reasons for t he observed and measured trends. The link between 
water q uality and S ASS5 indices ar e di scussed, c ommenting on t he appl icability of  t he 
SASS5 methodology in depicting water quality t rends. The role o f land use in determining 
water quality is put forward and justification for differences in inter-catchment water quality 
and nutrient loads discussed. The implications of the findings are placed in the context of the 
upper uMngeni catchment, the greater uMngeni system and South African water resources. 
 
5.2. Mthinzima sub-catchment 
The recurring theme in the Mthinzima sub-catchment was the deterioration of water quality 
and ecological condition from sites upstream to downstream of the Mpophomeni settlement. 
The data clearly illustrates a system in which water quality is driven by point source sewage 
inputs, both within the Mthinzima main channel (MM) and the tributary that dissects 
Mpophomeni ( M-trib). A t t hese poi nts, the w ater q uality and ec ological integrity was the 
poorest c onsistently ov er t he s ampled period. Escherichia c oli (E. c oli) counts recorded 
support this, with counts upstream of Mpophomeni negligible in comparison to downstream 
sites, isolating Mpophomeni as  t he s ource. The obs ervation of  dam aged and s urcharging 
sewer m anholes di scharging i nto the w ater course s upports t his viewpoint. E. c oli are a 
bacteria abundant in the intestinal tracts of humans and ot her endothermic mammals (Yost 
et al., 2011), and are released into the environment by excretion. E. coli counts at LM were 
substantially lower than those at  MM and M-trib, which could be at tributed to bacterial die-
off, as they are not naturally occurring in aquatic systems (Flint, 1987).  
 
The presence of faecal material in the water course downstream of Mpophomeni resulted in 
high c oncentrations o f other c hemical and phy sical w ater q uality parameters. T he most 
notable was the phosphorus and n itrogen compounds, conductivity, suspended solids and 
total o rganic c arbon which were elevated at downstream s ites (MM, M-trib and LM). R aw 
sewage entering an aquatic system contains high concentrations of urea, which accounts for 
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the elevated ammonia (NH3) concentrations at MM, M-trib and LM. Ammonia is oxidised by 
bacteria into nitrite (NO2) and rapidly into the end-product of the oxidisation process, nitrate 
(NO3) (DWAF, 1996a). All sites had a similar range of nitrite concentrations due to the rapid 
inter-conversion of nitrite to nitrate, however nitrate concentrations were high downstream of 
Mpophomeni, most notably at LM where the Mthinzima flows into Midmar. At this point raw 
sewage discharged into the water course upstream has been oxidised into nitrate, the end-
product of nitrogen cycling and a nu trient readily available for uptake by lower order aquatic 
organisms such as macrophytes (Van Ginkel, 2002).  
 
Sewage ef fluent contains hi gh c oncentrations o f phos phorus c ompounds as  measured at 
sites downstream of Mpophomeni. The analysis of total phosphorus versus soluble reactive 
phosphorus, demonstrates that a l arge por tion o f al l phos phorus c ompounds ent ering t he 
Mthinzima, as a result of Mpophomeni, were in a soluble form, readily available for uptake by 
aquatic plants. Excess of soluble forms of phosphorus in conjunction with excess nitrogen 
compounds at MM, M-trib and LM pose a eutrophication threat, as phosphorus and nitrogen 
compounds are regarded as the limiting nutrients in aquatic systems (DWAF, 1996a). The 
high total organic carbon, suspended solids and conductivity at sites downstream of 
Mpophomeni, demonstrate the presence of sewage discharges in the water course. A water 
body will contain some degree of suspended solids, and organic matter (Bilotta and Brazier, 
2008); however in comparison to upstream of Mpophomeni (UM), sites downstream had 
very high concentrations. Sewage contains high organic matter content, which was 
represented by  t he high c oncentrations o f total organic c arbon and total Kjeldahl n itrogen 
(TKN), which m easures the am monia ni trogen and organically bound ni trogen (Chapman, 
1996). The p resence o f sewage i n t he w ater c ourse explains t he l ow dissolved o xygen 
concentrations at sites downstream of Mpophomeni, as bacterial organisms degrade organic 
matter in the process of oxidisation, thus lowering the amount of dissolved oxygen available 
(DWAF, 1996a). 
 
There w ere improvements in water q uality f rom t he sites immediately do wnstream of 
Mpophomeni (MM and M-trib) and the Mthinzima Midmar inflow (LM). This was evident by 
the reduction in physical and chemical concentrations, namely conductivity, ammonia, total 
phosphorus, soluble reactive phosphorus and total organic carbon and the increase in 
dissolved oxygen. A wetland is present downstream of Mpophomeni prior to the inflow site 
(LM), which could explain the reduction in some of the pollutants’ concentrations, due to the 
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purification functions o f w etland s ystems. However, t he functionality o f the w etland i s 
impeded as it is for the most part channelised, thus minimising retention times for pollutants. 
The i mprovements i n w ater quality f rom s ites d irectly do wnstream o f M pophomeni t o the 
inflow into Midmar Dam cannot be entirely explained by the presence of a marginally 
functioning wetland. The system itself is altered and degraded to the point whereby bacterial 
communities dominate t he aquatic environment, thus oxidising pollutants and partially 
treating the raw sewage (Terry, 2011, pers. comm). 
 
The macroinvertebrate data and the associated SASS5 indices reiterated the water quality 
trends depi cted by  the physical and c hemical water q uality r esults. U pstream o f 
Mpophomeni (UM), the number of taxa, SASS5 score and average score per taxa (ASPT) 
were substantially higher then sites downstream of Mpophomeni (MM and LM), illustrating a 
decline i n the ecological i ntegrity o f t he s ystem as  w ater quality det eriorates. This was 
supported by the principle component analysis (PCA) and the non-metric multidimensional 
scaling (NMS). Sites downstream of Mpophomeni were representative of tolerant taxa with 
low sensitivity scores, whereas upstream, taxa had higher sensitivity scores as illustrated by 
ASPT ( Table 4. 1; Fi gure 4. 2; Appendix B). Taxa ups tream were more s ensitive t o 
perturbations in water quality and exist within a narrower range of environmental tolerances, 
whereas taxa downstream of Mpophomeni were more tolerant to a wide range and poorer 
water q uality conditions. The seasonal variation i n i nvertebrate family c omposition 
represented in the NMS plot (Figure 4.9) was greater downstream of Mpophomeni (MM and 
LM), w hich w as structured by  t he s ame s easonal v ariation i n water q uality t rends a s 
depicted in the PCA (Figure 4.7). Upstream of Mpophomeni, less seasonal variation exists in 
invertebrate family composition, again possibly accounted for by the low seasonal variability 
in water quality (Figure 4.7; Figure 4.9). Water quality improvements between MM and LM 
were depicted in the SASS5 indices, with improvements in the number of taxa, SASS5 score 
and A SPT from M M t o LM (Table 4. 2; Fi gure 4 .12). This i mprovement coincides w ith t he 
improvement in physical and chemical water quality.  
 
Dissolved oxygen can be v iewed as one of  the reasons for the low SASS5 indices at sites 
downstream of Mpophomeni, as a result of sewage inputs. Oxidisable organic matter in the 
aquatic environment is degraded through bacterial action using oxygen, thus decreasing the 
available o xygen t o ot her organisms. Low di ssolved o xygen saturations have f ar reaching 
impacts on a quatic bi ota s uch as  i nvertebrates, m ost no tably t hose w ith gills. E xtended 
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periods o f l ow di ssolved ox ygen l evels c an pr ove intolerable or  f atal t o i nvertebrates by  
restricting re spiratory re quirements (Landman a nd v an den H euvel, 2003). Fu rthermore, 
reduced di ssolved oxygen i ncreases the toxicity of  am monia w hich was also in h igh 
concentrations at s ites downstream o f Mpophomeni, causing compound s tress on a quatic 
organisms (DWAF, 1996a). 
 
5.3. Gqishi sub-catchment 
The Gqishi system was represented by a c lear decline in water quality from sites upstream 
at its source in forestry to downstream areas dominated by mixed agriculture. Nutrient (NH3, 
NO3, TP and S RP) concentrations were lowest in areas under  plantation (UG) and w here 
land use changes from plantation to cultivation (MG). Mean concentrations of NO3, TP and 
SRP were marginally h igher under  plantations (UG) t han at  MG ( transition t o ag riculture); 
however concentrations at both sites were sufficiently low not to be of serious environmental 
concern. The presence of a dam  500 metres upstream of MG could explain the marginally 
lower nutrient concentrations, as nutrients entering the impoundment are retained and taken 
up by aquatic organisms, thus reducing their availability downstream. Furthermore, MG was 
located at the transition from forestry to agriculture and the cumulative effects of this change 
are not yet felt, furthermore MG does not receive run-off from a s izable area of agriculture. 
The major distinguishing variables between UG and M G were ammonia, dissolved oxygen, 
total organic carbon and conductivity which were all hi gher at MG, with the exception of 
dissolved o xygen which was higher at  UG. Lower di ssolved o xygen at  MG could be as  a  
consequence of increased levels of ammonia and total organic carbon which point towards a 
rise in organic matter content, likely as a result of livestock faeces entering the water course.  
 
The e ffects o f i ntensive c ultivation and l ivestock become i ncreasingly evident at  s ites 
downstream. G-trib and LG i llustrate the cumulative impact commercial agr iculture has  on 
nutrient pollution with substantially higher NH3, NO3, TP and SRP concentrations compared 
to t he ups tream r eaches of  t he Gqishi system. C ommercial agr iculture i s as sociated with 
high nutrient inputs due to the use of fertilisers, pesticides and run-off containing nutrient rich 
feeds and faecal matter (Strydom and K ing, 2009). Water from irrigation or rainfall runs-off 
the l and s urface, flushing residues from the s urrounding agr icultural practices i nto t he 
aquatic environment, disrupting the nutrient balance and al tering the physical and c hemical 
properties of t he water ( Tong and C hen, 2002). E. c oli counts suggested that f aecal 
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contamination w as not a m ajor c ontributor t o nut rient c oncentrations, al though s ome 
contribution was made, l ikely as  a result o f r un-off f rom livestock lots. T he f oremost 
contributors t o nutrient c oncentrations were the us e of i norganic fertilizers in s urrounding 
areas o f cultivation. Fertilizers contain high l evels o f ni trogen, po tassium and phos phorus, 
which are applied to cropped land as a means of increasing the productivity of soil and thus 
increasing yield (Shortle and Abler, 2001). Nutrient concentrations flowing into Midmar (LG) 
were lower t han G -trib, w hich c an be at tributed t o t he pr esence o f a  dam  450 m etres 
upstream of LG, retaining nutrients and allowing for their degradation and uptake by aquatic 
plants. 
 
Suspended solids were a distinguishing variable between upstream sites (UG and MG) and 
sites downstream (G-trib and LG ) where agriculture dominates, with approximately a 400% 
increase from upstream to downstream sites. This increase was possibly as a consequence 
of r un-off fr om cultivated l and c ontaining s ediment and ot her r esidues, oc curring du ring 
rainfall periods, or as irrigation return flow. Natural suspended solids are comprised of soil 
particles pr oduced t hrough e rosive processes; however, land us e practices such as  
agricultural m ay i ncrease s uspended s olids t hrough removal of r iparian v egetation, non -
contour ploughing, over-grazing and increased surface flow through irrigation (DWAF, 
1996a). 
 
SASS5 results were, for the most part, representative of water quality changes in the Gqishi 
system, with dec lines in S ASS5 indices f rom ups tream i n forested ar eas (UG) t o 
downstream in commercial agricultural (LG). However MG was an exception, predominantly 
as a result of physical disturbance, through the failure of the dam wall di rectly upstream of 
MG a week prior to the March 2011 sample period. SASS5 results prior to the breakage fell 
into the ‘Fair’ (C) and ‘Good’ (A) categories of ecological condition (Dallas, 2007); following 
the breakage, the aquatic habitat had been altered and although biotopes were available for 
sampling, the system had been flushed and scoured and biotopes were silted. As a result, all 
three SASS5 indices declined, with the following sample period yielding a ‘ Poor’ ecological 
condition (Dallas, 2007). Due to the rapid life cycles and unique life stages of many aquatic 
invertebrates, their populations recovered rapidly, which was evident in the increase in the 
SASS5 indices the following sample period. Although an improvement was seen, continued 
repairs being carried out  on t he dam wall meant t hat MG was continually af fected by  f ine 
particulate matter which covered most biotopes. Although the breakage had localised effects 
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on biota and water quality, the influential driving trends within the catchment remain; that is 
the dec line i n t he s ystems w ater quality f rom areas of f orestry to ar eas of  hi gh dens ity 
commercial agriculture and t he as sociated dec line i n ec ological c ondition o f the system, 
based on the SASS5 responses to water quality. 
 
5.4. Khayalisha sub-catchment 
The Khayalisha sub-catchment was sampled at the inflow into Midmar Dam as a means of 
understanding the current status of water quality entering the impoundment. By 
understanding the present water quality inputs from this system, baseline data was collected 
for t his sub-catchment, w hich c an be ut ilised i nto t he future t o un derstand i mpacts 
associated with the Khayalisha social hous ing project. Furthermore, t he state o f t he water 
quality was compared to that entering Midmar Dam from the Mthinzima system, highlighting 
concerns as sociated w ith dev eloping hi gh dens ity ur ban ar eas adj acent t o w aterways of  
strategic significance. E. coli counts were low suggesting the lack of faecal contamination in 
the system. Present land use in the Khayalisha sub-catchment is dominated by natural cover 
and agriculture (SANBI, 2009), similar, yet on a smaller scale, to the Gqishi sub-catchment. 
Conductivity at LK was consistently higher than the majority of the sites, with the exception 
of the sites downstream of Mpophomeni and could be explained by low flow conditions and 
the pr esence o f o rganic m atter. T otal organic c arbon c oncentrations w ere high an d 
comparable w ith t hat o f t he Mthinzima M idmar inflow ( LM); t his was accompanied by  l ow 
dissolved o xygen poi nting towards t he pr esence o f ox idisable or ganic m atter. Nutrient 
concentrations (nitrogen and phosphorus compounds) at the Khayalisha inflow were low, 
falling within the lower third of all sites sampled, with concentrations representative of 
oligotrophic conditions (DWAF, 1996a). Current water quality trends in the Khayalisha sub-
catchment present no threat of pollution to Midmar Dam. The dam directly upstream of the 
sample point likely acts as a retainer of pollutants whereby they are taken-up by lower order 
aquatic organisms or absorbed into the sediment (Van Ginkel, 2011).  
 
5.5. SASS5 applicability 
SASS5 proved successful as a bio-monitoring technique t o assess water quality and the 
ecological integrity of the aquatic environment. In both the Mthinzima and Gqishi sub-
catchments, SASS5 results reflected changes in physical and chemical water quality. Both 
systems displayed declines in SASS5 indices associated with declines in water quality from 
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upstream t o downstream sites. I n t he M thinzima system this w as as  a r esult o f the 
settlement, whereas i n t he G qishi system, the prevalence of  a griculture was t he c ause. 
Further det ailed anal ysis concurred with this observation t hrough t he em ergence o f a  
pollution g radient (PC1) in t he pr inciple c omponent anal ysis ( PCA) o f t he physical and 
chemical variables (Figure 4.6; Figure 4.7). The correlation between the SASS5 indices and 
the PCA (Table 4.4; Figure 4.8) illustrated that the SASS5 indices were an effective method 
of detecting changes (both declines and improvements) in water quality, evident by the linear 
decline i n S ASS5 indices along P C1. This w as evident i n t he s trong po sitive c orrelations 
between PC1 of the PCA and Axis 1 of  the non-metric multidimensional scaling (Table 4.5; 
Figure 4. 11), w hich illu strates that P C1 (pollution gr adient) was highest where al l t hree 
SASS5 indices were at their lowest and macroinvertebrate families present were tolerant of 
poor water quality conditions (Figure 4.10). Furthermore, the SASS5 sampling methodology 
yielded other aquatic biota not intended to be sampled, including amphibians and fish. Most 
notable was the presence of indigenous fish species at upstream sites in both the Gqishi and 
the Mthinzima sub-catchments. In the Gqishi sub-catchment an Amphilius natelensis (Natal 
mountain catfish) was recorded and in the Mthinzima Barbus viviparous (bow-striped barb) 
were recorded on a number of occasions. The presence of these species point towards long-
term ecosystem stability and quality, as fish life stages are entirely water bound. The sites at 
which the indigenous fish were recorded were the s ites at  which the SASS5 indices were 
highest.  
 
5.6. Land use, water quality and nutrient loading 
At a catchment scale, the three systems were distinct in their drivers of water quality. The 
Mthinzima s ub-catchment, c ontaining t he hi ghest dens ity dev elopment w ithin t he g reater 
upper uMngeni catchment, i s a s ystem driven by  poi nt s ource e ffluent di scharges from 
broken and dysfunctional sewage infrastructure. E. coli counts point towards this deduction, 
as do the resultant high levels of nutrients and other physical and chemical variables. E. coli 
counts recorded downstream of Mpophomeni were consistently in excess of the target range 
(DWAF, 1996b), at levels posing a risk of serious gastrointestinal illness (DWAF, 1996b), in 
an area lacking in service delivery. This was especially alarming due to the observed 
abstraction of water for irrigation and the use of the waterway by the community dogs and 




The Gqishi sub-catchment is a system in which the water quality was governed by non-point 
source discharges as a result of run-off from mixed agricultural practices, accompanied by 
high nu trient ( nitrogen and p hosphorus) c oncentrations. Water quality i n t he up stream 
reaches of the Gqishi in areas of forestry was consistently good. Streams in forested areas 
are recognised to have exceedingly lower nitrogen and phos phorus levels in comparison to 
streams draining agricultural areas. The forestry industry makes use of fewer f ertilizers as  
compared to agricultural practices, which could explain the differences in nutrient 
concentrations ( Binkley et al ., 1999). The t hree s ub-catchments al l v ary in s ize, f low and 
land use and variations in nutrient loads occur accordingly. The highest ammonia (NH3) 
loads ( kg/annum) w ere generated within the M thinzima sub-catchment followed b y t he 
Gqishi and lastly the Khayalisha sub-catchment. In the case of NO3 loads, the Gqishi 
produced the highest loads per annum followed by the Mthinzima and lastly that produced 
by t he K hayalisha s ub-catchment (Table 4 .7). Nitrogen loads ( NH3 + NO 3) were greatest 
from the Mthinzima sub-catchment. A similar trend exists with regards to phosphorus loading 
with the largest loads (kg/annum) emanating from the Mthinzima followed by the Gqishi and 
lastly the Khayalisha sub-catchment (Table 4.7). 
 
Although the Gqishi sub-catchment is 3.4 times larger than the Mthinzima, nitrogen (with the 
exception of NO3) and phosphorus l oads generated by the Mthinzima were in e xcess of 
those produced by t he Gqishi. Water quality r esults at  s ites specifically l ocated along t he 
river gradient isolated areas responsible for nutrient inputs, with Mpophomeni as the source 
in the Mthinzima and agriculture the source in the Gqishi. Based on the size of  the source 
land use, urban development in the Mthinzima produced higher nutrient loads as compared 
to agriculture per hectare land use. Although the Mthinzima discharges higher nutrient loads 
into Midmar D am annually, t he magnitude o f t he l oads from t he Gqishi are of c oncern. 
Nitrogen to phosphorus (N: P) ratios upstream of Mpophomeni (UM) illustrate that before the 
system flows adjacent to the settlement, phosphorus is the limiting nutrient, which suggests 
a system in better condition, which has already been established. N: P ratios downstream of 
Mpophomeni point towards a state under which nitrogen is becoming the limiting nutrient.  
 
From a eutrophication perspective, nitrogen limitation is concerning as nitrogen is likely to be 
fixed r esulting i n addi tional av ailable n itrogen ( DWAF, 1996a ). C yanobacteria ar e on e 
bacterium able to fix nitrogen in a nitrogen limited system; their growth is thus promoted and 
there i s a t hreat o f their t oxins ent ering t he aq uatic env ironment ( Van G inkel, 2002). T he 
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concentrations o f nut rients av ailable i n t he Mthinzima c oupled, with t he pot ential ni trogen 
limitation, increases the risk of eutrophication. The Khayalisha-Midmar inflow site (LK) points 
towards a N: P ratio closer to nitrogen limitation as opposed to phosphorus limitation, 
however the nu trient concentrations recorded a t this s ite ar e o f ne gligible eut rophication 
concern, further solidified by the marginal nutrient loads discharged at the site. N: P ratios in 
the G qishi w ere highest at forested sites, whereby phos phorus is t he lim iting nu trient, a 
desirable state from a eutrophication perspective (Van Ginkel, 2002). G-trib draining a large 
area of agriculture had an exceedingly low N: P ratio indicating nitrogen limitation (DWAF, 
1996a; Van Ginkel, 2002). At the Gqishi-Midmar inflow site (LG) the system shifted towards 
a state tending to phosphorus limitation, however the N:P ratio cannot be considered of no 
concern, especially in l ight of the nutrient concentrations and l oads entering Midmar at this 
site. 
 
5.7. Upper uMngeni catchment implications 
The Khayalisha sub-catchment is the smallest of the three sub-catchments and is under 
threat f rom land transformation in the form of the Khayalisha social housing project. 
Currently t he land cover i s dominated by  natural g rassland and cultivation (SANBI, 2009). 
The K hayalisha s ocial h ousing pr oject w ill t ransform t he land c over in t he s ub-catchment 
with the addition of 178 hectares of high density urban development; an increase from 1.6 % 
of the catchment under urban land use to 18.4%. On completion, the development will be the 
second largest in the greater upper uMngeni catchment, after that of  the adjacent 
Mpophomeni. Water quality anal ysis at  sites downstream o f M pophomeni i llustrate the 
detrimental nat ure o f d eveloping hi gh dens ity ur ban ar eas i n c lose p roximity t o w ater 
courses, even more so when the water courses feed a principle drinking water resource. The 
nature of the Khayalisha development poses a threat of duplicating the issues and i mpacts 
witnessed at Mpophomeni, which themselves have not been fully addressed. Furthermore, 
the s ewage contamination issues pr esent at  M pophomeni, and sewage t reatment pl ant 
upgrade, have not yet been addressed (Appendix A) (Douman, 2008; Beaver, 2011; 
Govender, 2011; Radebe, 2012). Presently the water quality, and the nutrient loads entering 
Midmar from the Khayalisha sub-catchment are of little concern in t erms of eut rophication 
but evident from Mpophomeni, the presence of development could drastically alter this state.  
Both t he M thinzima and t he Gqishi sub-catchments ar e pr oducing nut rient l evels of 
eutrophication c oncern, w ith t he M thinzima t he more extreme o f the t wo. N utrient 
concentrations flowing into Midmar from the Gqishi were mesotrophic or eutrophic, whereas 
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those f rom t he Mthinzima were eutrophic t o hy pertrophic (DWAF, 1 996a). The uppe r 
uMngeni catchment is representative of  the land use practices occurring in the Gqishi sub-
catchment, dominated by natural cover, plantation and cultivation (SANBI, 2009). In isolation 
the nutrient loads from the Mthinzima or that of the Gqishi may seem of marginal concern 
considering the scale of the catchments, however when viewing the broader s cale 
implications, t he compound effect o f Mpophomeni, t he nut rient inputs from the Gqishi and 
that of t he g reater upper uMngeni, c oupled w ith t he i mpact o f the e merging K hayalisha 
development, a t ipping point may be reached whereby a principle water resource could be 
compromised. This w ill come at  a c ost t o al l us ers bot h dom estic and  r ecreational and  
municipalities will bear the burden of increased purification costs or deficits in supply.  
 
Pressure on the upper uMngeni resource unit is already emerging in the form of increases in 
demand from the eThekwini municipality, whereby areas of the eThekwini municipality are to 
be s erved by  M idmar Dam instead o f the l ower uMngeni, i n a l oad s hifting exercise 
(Ramnath, 2010). The Mooi-uMngeni transfer scheme to be commissioned in 2013, aims to 
generate more yield from the upper uMngeni resource unit; however it has been realised that 
the s cheme w ill not  s ustain t he dem and pr esented by  t he l oad s hift for ex tended per iods 
(Ramnath, 2010). It is evident that from a supply perspective, the upper uMngeni is under 
pressure from domestic demand; this, along with the emerging water quality threats poses 
both environmental and socio-economic issues in the catchment.  
 
The desirability of an impoundments trophic status is dependent on the intended use of the 
water body . O ligotrophic s ystems ar e m ost des irable f or dom estic c onsumption as  they 
require the l east a mount o f t reatment. A t the opposite end o f t he scale, eutrophic and 
hypertrophic systems are the least desirable due to purification requirements (Hohls et al., 
2002). Currently Midmar Dam is in a mesotrophic state, between these extremes, which can 
be characterised by high productivity, high species diversity, and nuisance growth of aquatic 
plants and algae, although seldom toxic (DWAF, 1996a). Observed nutrient loads generated 
from the catchments under study have the potential to contribute to the shift of Midmar Dam 
into a eut rophic s tate, accompanied by  high productivity, l ow s pecies diversity and al gal 
blooms that can prove toxic (DWAF, 1996a). The nutrient enrichment taking place promotes 
the growth o f l ow or der aq uatic o rganisms s uch as  macrophytes (Van Ginkel, 2002); this 
increase in productivity will be ac companied by large bacterial communities using available 
oxygen and i ncreasing biological ox ygen dem and, while dec reasing ox ygen av ailability t o 
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other aquatic organisms (Correll, 1998). This will alter the structure of aquatic communities 
at the cost of aquatic biodiversity. Under enriched conditions, the growth of toxic species of 
algae will be favoured within the impoundment, toxins which will affect both terrestrial and 
aquatic biota and ar e t ransferred al ong t rophic l evels t hrough bi o-accumulation (Camargo 
and Alonso, 2006). In terms of the usability of the resource, extreme circumstances such as 
this w ill have f ar r eaching i mpacts for t his s trategically significant resource, one al ready 
pressured by increases in domestic demand. 
 
5.8. Conclusion 
The impacts assessed in the upper uMngeni catchment pose a severe long-term risk to the 
state o f Midmar Dam as  a f reshwater dr inking resource, not only in t erms of t he elevated 
risks associated with n utrient i nputs from M pophomeni, but  t he c ompound i mpacts from 
agricultural practices in the greater upper uMngeni and the emergence of new developments 
such as Khayalisha in the future. The uMngeni catchment is of vital importance with regards 
to Kwazulu-Natal’s water supply and needs to be managed accordingly, from source to river 
mouth. Midmar Dam supplies safe, clean drinking water to the eThekwini, uMgungundlovu 
and Msunduzi municipalities, with a current demand of 268 million litres per day (Ramnath, 
2010). The i mportance o f t he i mpoundment as a pr imary w ater r esource c annot be  
overstated. In a eutrophic state the strategic importance of Midmar Dam as a drinking water 
supply will be compromised, furthermore, of the four major impoundments along the 
uMngeni River, two (Albert Falls and Inanda) are moving to a eutrophic state (Hols, 2002). 
The importance of conserving a strategic water resource such as the uMngeni River in it s 








This chapter addresses the aim and objectives of the research, assessing if and how 
objectives w ere m et. The c hapter c oncludes by  considering the gener al t rends by  
addressing the outcome of each objective and the over-arching aim. 
 
6.2. To undertake water quality assessment and S ASS5 bio-monitoring to investigate 
the impact of Mpophomeni settlement and other land uses on water quality of stream 
networks draining into Midmar Dam 
The site pl acement, sampling t echniques an d anal ytical m ethodology us ed al lowed 
deductions t o be made w ith r egards to t he i mpact of M pophomeni s ettlement and o ther 
mixed land uses on water quality and ecosystem health of river networks.   
 
6.3. Establish sites isolating areas of pollution concern 
Sites in the Mthinzima and G qishi systems were effective in isolating areas responsible for 
pollution inputs into the relative systems and the Khayalisha site acted as a baseline site for 
current water quality conditions in this sub-catchment. In the Mthinzima sub-catchment, the 
site upstream of the settlement provided a baseline against which sites downstream could 
be compared. Water quality and ecosystem health of sites downstream could be attributed to 
the presence of urban development in the form of Mpophomeni. In the Gqishi sub-
catchment, sites located along the stream gradient recorded pollution inputs into the system 
by accounting for changes in land use and associated non-point source inputs from 
upstream in areas o f f orestry to downstream in areas o f commercial agriculture. Physical, 
chemical and bi ological w ater quality anal ysis and S ASS5 results, illustrated th at s ite 




6.4. Assess the impact of Mpophomeni settlement and other land uses on water 
quality and ecological integrity of the Mthinzima and Gqishi sub-catchments draining 
into Midmar Dam 
The impact of Mpophomeni settlement on stream water quality and ecological integrity in the 
Mthinzima f lowing i nto Midmar D am was es tablished t hrough w ater quality and S ASS5 
monitoring. It was established that sewage discharges from broken and blocked sewage 
infrastructure w as ent ering t he M thinzima m ain c hannel and t he t ributary t hat di ssects 
Mpophomeni. This was evident through visual observation, backed-up by the elevated E. coli 
counts. Water quality was poor at sites immediately downstream of the settlement with some 
improvement before f lowing in to Midmar Dam. The m ost not able impact o f t he settlement 
was the increased concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds as a result of raw 
sewage. Excess nut rients (nitrogen and phos phorus) entering an aquatic env ironment can 
alter the trophic status of the system and cause a structural change in aquatic communities. 
Excess oxidisable organic matter ent ering the stream network causes decreases in 
dissolved oxygen and dom inance of bacterial communities. The response of the Mthinzima 
ecological condition was ev ident in t he SASS5 r esults, which responded in accordance to 
water quality, illustrating a system poor in invertebrate diversity, where only highly tolerant 
taxa were prevalent. This was the case for all sites downstream of Mpophomeni, a m arked 
change from t he ups tream s ite w hich r epresented a di verse s ystem o f better q uality and 
ecological condition. 
 
Selected s ites i n the Gqishi system showed t hat prevailing s tream w ater quality and 
ecological integrity could be attributed to surrounding land use activities. It was established 
that sites located in forestry had exceedingly better water quality and ecosystem health. 
Nutrient concentrations were l owest i n forestry and di ssolved ox ygen was highest as a 
result, invertebrate communities were diverse and families with higher sensitivity were more 
prevalent. Agriculture had the most notable impact on s tream water quality with a m arked 
decline from areas of forestry. This decline was mirrored by declines in SASS5 indices, most 
notable by a shift to less sensitive invertebrates. In contrast to the Mthinzima sub-catchment, 
the nutrient concentrations were as a result of agricultural inputs rather than faecal matter 





6.5. Assess the status of water quality entering Midmar from the Khayalisha sub-
catchment 
The Khayalisha inflow site was established as a means of assessing the current status of 
water q uality or iginating from t his s ub-catchment i n l ight o f the K hayalisha s ocial hous ing 
project. Currently the water quality is good and a lthough not pristine, due to prevailing land 
uses, is of marginal water quality concern to Midmar Dam. Nutrient (nitrogen and 
phosphorus) concentrations and loads were sufficiently low to be of little concern in terms of 
eutrophication. C urrent land-based activities in  t he s ub-catchment ar e no t p roving 
detrimental to the quality of water in Midmar Dam. The current state of water quality in this 
sub-catchment is under threat from land transformation in the form of the Khayalisha social 
housing pr oject; which due t o i ts pl acement could r eplicate t he c onditions pr evailing at  
Mpophomeni.  
 
6.6. Compare nutrient loads entering Midmar from the Mthinzima, Gqishi and 
Khayalisha sub-catchments  
By establishing sites at the Midmar inflow of the three respective sub-catchments, nutrient 
(nitrogen and phos phorus) concentrations c ould be us ed t o c alculate nutrient l oading by  
using simulated flow data (Warburton et al., 2010). The nutrient loads from the three sub-
catchments varied, with the highest loads from the Mthinzima sub-catchment as a r esult of 
sewage inputs from inadequate sewage infrastructure in Mpophomeni. This was deduced by 
the high E. coli counts at sites downstream of Mpophomeni, as compared to sites upstream 
which were predominantly unaffected. As a result, nutrient concentrations were substantially 
high which resulted in high nitrogen and phosphorus loads entering Midmar Dam. Nutrient 
loads were sufficiently hi gh t o w arrant eu trophication c oncern w hereby Midmar D am, a 
principle water resource, is under threat.  
 
Nutrient l oads f rom t he G qishi s ub-catchment were lower t han t hat o f t he Mthinzima; not 
sufficiently low enough, however, to be of no management concern, especially in the case of 
Nitrate (NO3) loads. The level of  E. coli counts established that faecal matter was not  t he 
primary s ource o f nu trient l oading. It w as t herefore deduc ed t hat fertilisers c ontaining 
nitrogen and phos phorus c ompounds, us ed i n c ommercial ag ricultural practices, were t he 
source of the nutrient inputs. The most notable trend in nutrient loads was the nitrate loads 
which i n contrast, to t he ot her nu trient l oads, were higher than those from t he Mthinzima. 
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Loads entering Midmar from the Khayalisha sub-catchment were negligible in comparison to 
those produced by the Mthinzima and t he Gqishi. This was both as a result of low nutrient 
concentrations and low stream discharge. Land use in the Mthinzima is dominated by urban 
development in the form of Mpophomeni, which was the source of the poor water quality in 
surrounding streams. Upstream in peri-urban/grassland areas, water quality and ecological 
integrity of the system was good. In the Gqishi sub-catchment water quality was governed by 
prevailing land activities, whereby upstream areas, dominated by forestry represented good 
quality water and ecological health. The change in land use to commercial agriculture was 
coupled by a decline in water quality and ecological health.  
 
6.7. Evaluate the sampling and analysis techniques used 
Site s election, s ample s trategy, and methods o f anal ysis and i nterpretation pr oved 
successful in understanding the effects of the Mpophomeni settlement and other mixed land 
uses on w ater quality entering Midmar Dam. The multi-metric approach to the methods of 
analysis and i nterpretation allowed f indings t o r einforce eac h o ther and i llustrate da ta 
interrelatedness. Furthermore, the use of bio-monitoring techniques alongside conventional 
physical, chemical and bi ological water q uality analysis, i llustrated t he l ink bet ween water 
quality and ec ological i ntegrity o f freshwater systems. T his r esulted in a comprehensive 
understanding o f the e ffects l and us e (such a s development and ag riculture) on v arious 
facets of the freshwater systems in the upper uMngeni. 
 
6.8. Conclusion 
The issues surrounding Mpophomeni are rooted in municipal service delivery based around 
solid waste and sewage infrastructural issues. The Khayalisha EIA (EIA-5349) stipulated 
(ROD 10. 10) that the Mpophomeni wastewater treatment pl ant was t o be upgr aded i f the 
project was t o g o ahead.  T he upgrade was c ommissioned i n 2008 an d has  not  yet been  
addressed. C urrently dom estic w astewater f rom M pophomeni i s p iped t o H owick for 
treatment, w hich i tself i s pl agued by  under performance an d r equires an upgrade. T he 
justification for the development of the Khayalisha social housing project is to relocate 
informal settlers from areas in Howick. This is of undeniable importance in a country striving 
to eradicate past social inequalities and promote socio-economic development; however the 
lessons learned from the water quality analysis in Mpophomeni illustrate that further 
development in t he area is unsustainable and p oorly located, unless relevant services are 
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adequately provided. In a rapidly developing country the issues raised herein illustrate the 
necessity of  bal ancing development with en vironmental pr otection; whereby i f one m ust 
supersede the other, the impacts must be minimised. This is of vital importance due t o the 
transformation of land near waterways and requires integrated management of water 
resources whereby past lessons and proactive monitoring forms the basis of decisions. With 
freshwater supply deficits projected in South Africa by 2025, water quality must be managed 
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Sewage seeps into Midmar ... .:1_. 
TIlE main sewqe 
pipe mming from ~ 
Mpopbomeni Iw , 
burst, .tnd has DOt 
only Cf'ealed a foul 
!IlIleU OeM the 
tOVl'nship oiIona; the 
R61] , but is _ping 
into iI strum thit 
feeds MidmM Ib.m. 
Umgeni ..... ~!er 
discm"...d only on " 
MOIIQy Wt the 
pipe had burst;rnd 
then begin isoLning 
Mlarufi RoddIe 
the pipe, I'HIllting in the ,~~ beins shut off to stop the flo ..... of ""'age, ... id the utility's 
oorpofite stakebolder maDager, Shmli Harichunder. 
Contractors were sent to up;lir the pipe ilIld it was upected that the work would be 
Ulmpleted by bst night 
Harich~r 5.lid there wu no risk to the quality of the water supply to PieterDW'itzburg 
;rnd Ourbom becJuse the " .. ter underVl'ent lrutmenl i.5 Dorm.! J:>.ofore it ,,~ supplied in 
bulk to municipalitie. 
The pipe burst near the road a kilometre away from the dam and " .. ter le<lk..>d into the 
stream that flo".,. into the dam. 
It is believed that the pipe has been bulty since last wool<. 
The stencllleads one toa stream with f=y water and signs 0: pollution. 
Duzi-uMIlteni Conservation Trust spokesperson Liz Taylor. said that if the ""''age flowe:! 
into th~ d= ill th~ tim., il ",ouId e~a ... ~ probJ..n. 
Taylor said: 'We are working ",ith uMgungundlo\1l Munici~ and are tr)ing 10 identiiy 
the nature of the blockolge. 
"We are mlpping ill the ""''age pump stiltions and manholes in Howick, Howick West, 
Memvale ond MpopboDleni 10 ,.,1 up a . u,",,,illance 'Y"lom thol will bopefully en:!U,"" 
early delection." 
Taylor said there were I.", problems thai could cause the pipe to burst: excessive pressure 
or mtsuse. 
"Kesidents flush plaslicand other things thai blodr. the pipes like IliIppies, whim should 
nol be pul in loilets." 
Sbe said poor "'aler and sanililtion managemenl in Mpophomeni had ilIready ""used 
significanl se",age see~e inlo the dam. 
uMgungu~d1oVll municip.al manager Sbu KbUZl'\'a'''' said he ",ould respond to question.s 





Appendix B – SASS5 score sheet 
 
SASS Version 5 Score Sheet 
~ 
5 I v ", IG5M 5 v ", G5M TOT Tu~ 5 I v", G5 M ITOT 
I DlPTERA 











.. ·c pH: .. I"' ..... " , . ~ 4 • 
no '" Con." mSim 
I ,,,mpled o ""-SIC . 




::;~;-<y:~ ofIort Ol<ooods mothod? .. 
5 
In Ihe river: 09. sandWinning. Including juvenUes: 
1X*lt.lIoods etc . 
. 09. smel l ¥1d ooIOlI' 01 
'W3\81', petroleoot dead fish. etc . I 
I.,,, ... " 
Procedure: 'Kick SIC & bedrock for 2 mins, max. 5 mins; Kick saoc & bedrock for 1 min; Sweep marginal vegetation (IC & aaC) for 2m total and aquatic veg 
1 ml; Stir & sweep gravel, sand, mud for 1 min total ; • = airbreathers ; Hand picking & visual observation for 1 min - record in biotope where found ; 
Score for 15 minslbiotope but stop if no new taxa seen after 5 mins; 'Estimate abundances: 1 = 1, A = 2-10, B = 10-100, C = 100-1 ODD, D = >1 
000; S = Stone, rock & solid objects; Veg = All vegetation; GSM = Gravel, sand, mud ; SWC = South Western Cape; T = Trop ical; ST = SUb-tropi-




Appendix C – Physical, chemical and biological water quality parameters 

























25/10/2010 0.52 0.5 1.29 3 5.3 24.5 1.95 10.2 10 7.86 17.84 83.75 620 
 
20/12/2010 0.04 0.05 0.33 1.4 3.15 26.28 1.19 5.4 10.4 7.68 18.8 94.6 160 
UM 15/03/2011 0.06 0.05 1.14 1 3.4 25.5 1.9 6.4 9.2 7.64 22.53 87.65 649 
 
23/05/2011 0.05 0.05 0.55 1 3.36 15 1.23 6.5 4 7.35 12.85 77.59 160 
  14/07/2011 0.05 0.05 0.95 1 3 15 1.23 6.6 4 7.66 8.1 90.38 6 
mean   0.144 0.14 0.852 1.48 3.642 21.256 1.5 7.02 7.52 7.638 16.024 86.794 319 
 
25/10/2010 17.33 0.5 0.5 18.81 880 1180 12.8 42.4 34 7.67 22.85 67.86 540000 
 
20/12/2010 4.8 0.05 6.38 5.79 178.23 397.31 4.93 26.9 51.2 7.56 22.88 53.12 816000 
MM 15/03/2011 6.6 0.05 0.07 13 1360 1670 12.6 31.2 17.6 7.3 25.27 66.2 173300 
 
23/05/2011 0.72 0.12 1.91 1.03 79.23 164 2.42 15.1 28.4 7.14 13.94 71.41 12030 
  14/07/2011 3.54 0.43 1.23 5.87 183.87 341 4.17 18.5 14 7.59 10.77 82.98 51700 
mean   6.598 0.23 2.018 8.9 536.266 750.462 7.384 26.82 29.04 7.452 19.142 68.314 318606 
 
25/10/2010 20.05 0.5 0.5 26.72 1310 1510 12.9 43.9 39 7.47 22.38 53.98 365000 
 
20/12/2010 6.84 2.29 2.54 8.95 285.31 1341.25 5.06 29.8 24.4 7.35 22.93 48.21 816000 
M-
Trib 15/03/2011 6.7 0.05 0.05 19 1745 2500 16.8 30.3 21.6 7.18 25.79 57.58 24190 
 
23/05/2011 0.46 0.28 2.61 1.97 116.4 229 3.44 21.6 16 7.31 13.8 53.2 24190 
  14/07/2011 6.27 0.6 0.89 13.27 401.48 738.32 6.64 26 10.4 7.46 10.27 78.43 241900 
mean   8.06 0.74 1.32 13.98 771.64 1263.71 8.97 30.32 22.28 7.35 19.03 58.28 294256 
 
25/10/2010 3.59 0.5 1.53 3 280 580 8.86 27.6 51 7.19 25.51 62.07 1150 
 
20/12/2010 1.2 0.05 3.74 3.14 98.27 349.87 4.65 18.2 68 7.85 20.82 50.19 126000 
LM 15/03/2011 4.2 0.24 1.09 4.8 463 595 6.93 23.4 12.8 7.34 21.02 68.97 1203 
 
23/05/2011 0.04 0.05 3.4 1 89.5 170 3 14.6 15.6 7.19 12.68 77.54 1960 




mean   2.3 0.18 2.66 3.03 227.59 399.05 5.64 20.42 30.44 7.4 17.83 67.58 26269.4 
 
25/10/2010 0.5 0.5 0.5 3 6.99 31.2 7.22 10.2 8 7.8 16.34 101.65 130 
 
20/12/2010 0.04 0.05 1.31 1.18 8.22 60.94 2.57 8.2 30.8 7.56 17.38 104.93 330 
UG 15/03/2011 0.07 0.05 0.05 1 10 30 2.09 9.4 12.4 7.95 18.68 101.2 687 
 
23/05/2011 0.04 0.05 0.33 1 7.49 19.19 1.68 8 4 7.24 11.26 79.46 60 
  14/07/2011 0.08 0.05 0.18 1 3 15 1.2 7 4 7 5.59 104.66 22 
mean   0.15 0.14 0.47 1.44 7.14 31.27 2.95 8.56 11.84 7.51 13.85 98.38 245.8 
 
25/10/2010 0.5 0.5 0.5 3 3.5 24.5 3.13 11.7 14 7.78 18.78 92.64 50 
 
20/12/2010 0.06 0.05 0.09 1.62 3 30.02 3.4 11 5.6 7.82 20.85 85.31 160 
MG 15/03/2011 1 0.05 0.09 1.3 8.8 26 4.96 27.1 8.4 7.61 22.13 84.75 148 
 
23/05/2011 0.23 0.05 0.61 1 4.75 26.6 2.79 10 10.4 7.31 11.95 70.43 1110 
  14/07/2011 0.05 0.05 0.88 1.32 3 33.3 2.96 8.3 16.8 7.05 6.25 88.21 1034 
mean   0.368 0.14 0.434 1.648 4.61 28.084 3.448 13.62 11.04 7.514 15.992 84.268 500.4 
 
25/10/2010 1.96 0.05 1.26 3.72 123.25 500 3.84 13.3 4 8.01 21.8 92.57 1380 
 
20/12/2010 0.19 0.05 1.51 1.25 32.62 128.27 3.97 10.4 65.6 7.82 20.14 91.72 930 
G-
Trib 15/03/2011 0.15 0.05 0.83 1 47 124 5.22 11.2 57.6 7.81 19.92 90.98 579 
 
23/05/2011 0.04 0.05 1.3 1 16.9 121.5 2.34 10.4 82.4 7.45 12.54 84.88 310 
  14/07/2011 0.08 0.05 0.88 1.28 15.52 29.89 1.7 9.6 8.4 7.66 8.42 91.54 114 
mean   0.48 0.05 1.16 1.65 47.06 180.73 3.41 10.98 43.6 7.75 16.56 90.34 662.6 
 
25/10/2010 0.5 0.5 0.5 3 12.11 73.7 6.97 14.8 41 7.8 20.51 93.61 1080 
 
20/12/2010 0.07 0.05 1.66 3.05 31.91 107.92 4.38 11.4 48 7.8 19.41 86.63 980 
LG 15/03/2011 0.32 0.05 0.05 1 12.4 87.6 4.24 14.4 91.2 7.12 20.17 85.84 411 
 
23/05/2011 0.04 0.05 1.95 1 12.5 46.3 2.71 11 13.2 7.2 13.03 77.75 190 
  14/07/2011 0.07 0.05 1.53 1.36 11.72 26 2.29 10.4 8 7.73 8.12 91.55 56 
mean   0.2 0.14 1.14 1.88 16.13 68.3 4.12 12.4 40.28 7.53 16.25 87.08 543.4 
 
25/10/2010 0.5 0.5 0.5 3 6.58 15 7.22 17.5 24 7.4 19.5 84.71 640 
 




LK 15/03/2011 0.07 0.05 0.05 1 3.6 44.6 4.75 11.5 11.6 7 25.53 81.46 74 
  14/07/2011 0.04 0.05 0.05 1.23 3 55.88 4.99 12.7 27.2 7.66 11.03 78.43 60 











Appendix D – Presence and absence of macroinvertebrate taxa (1: present, 0: absent) 
Mthinzima sub-catchment 
  UM MM LM 
  25/10/10 20/12/10 15/03/11 23/05/11 14/07/11 25/10/10 20/12/10 15/03/11 23/05/11 14/07/11 25/10/10 20/12/10 15/03/11 23/05/11 14/07/11 
                                
Turbellaria 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Oligochaeta 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Leeches 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Potamonautidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Atyidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
Hydracarina 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Perilidae 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Baetidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Caenidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Leptophlebiidae 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Polymitarcyidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teloganodidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tricorythidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Chlorolestidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Coenagrionidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Protoneuridia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aeshnidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Corduliidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gomiphidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pyralidae 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Corixidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Gerridae 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Nepidae 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Notonectidae 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pleidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Veliidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ecnomidae 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydropsychidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Philopotamidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Psychomyiidae 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Barbarochthonidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydroptilidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Leptoceridae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sericostomatidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dytiscidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Elmidae/Dryopidae 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gyrinidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Helodidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydraenidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydrophilidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Psephenidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Athericidae 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Chironomidae 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Culicidae 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Dixidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Muscidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Psychodidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Simulidae 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Tabanidae 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tipulidae 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Lymnaeidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physidae 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
Corbiculidae 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sphaeriidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unionidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
                                
                                
Gqishi sub-catchment 
  UG MG LG 
  25/10/10 20/12/10 15/03/11 23/05/11 14/07/11 25/10/10 20/12/10 15/03/11 23/05/11 14/07/11 25/10/10 20/12/10 15/03/11 23/05/11 14/07/11 
                Turbellaria 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
Oligochaeta 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Leeches 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Potamonautidae 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
Atyidae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Hydracarina 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Perilidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Baetidae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Caenidae 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Leptophlebiidae 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Polymitarcyidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Teloganodidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tricorythidae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
Chlorolestidae 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Coenagrionidae 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
Protoneuridia 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aeshnidae 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 




Gomiphidae 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Pyralidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Corixidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Gerridae 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Naucoridae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Nepidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Notonectidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pleidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Veliidae 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Ecnomidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydropsychidae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Philopotamidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Psychomyiidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Barbarochthonidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydroptilidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Leptoceridae 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
Sericostomatidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Dytiscidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
Elmidae/Dryopidae 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Gyrinidae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Helodidae 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydraenidae 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Hydrophilidae 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Psephenidae 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Athericidae 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Chironomidae 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Culicidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Dixidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Psychodidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Simulidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
Tabanidae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tipulidae 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Ancylidae 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Lymnaeidae 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Physidae 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Corbiculidae 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Sphaeriidae 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 










Appendix E - Map disclaimer
FIGURE 3.3: Study sub-catchments within the upper uMngeni catchment
FIGURE 3.5: Land cover and study sites in the three sub-catchments under study, 
study sites illustrated
Ross van Deventer and/or Colin Holmes make no warranty, representation, or guarantee of 
any k ind r egarding ei ther any  m aps ( Figures s tated abov e) or  ot her i nformation pr ovided 
herein or  the sources o f such maps or  o ther information. Ross van Deventer and /or Co lin 
Holmes specifically disclaim all representations or warranties, express or implied, including, 
without l imitation, t he i mplied w arranties or  merchantability and fitness for a par ticular 
purpose. 
Ross van Deventer and/or Colin Holmes assume no liability either for any errors, omissions, 
or i naccuracies i n the i nformation p rovided r egardless o f the c ause o f s uch or  for any  
decision made, action taken, or action not taken by the user in reliance upon any maps or 
information provided herein.
________________
Colin Holmes
________________
Ross van Deventer
